
Bobbi Brown’s Skincare Philosophy
“Beauty starts with smooth, healthy, glowing skin.”  –Bobbi Brown

�All�women�can�learn�to�become�their�own�skincare�experts. Bobbi believes that by 

having your  client look daily at the condition of her skin (as it changes day to day, 

and season to season), she can assess its needs and be able to choose the products 

that are right for her. 

 Skincare�is�about�options. Instead of being locked into one product or regimen, your 

client should have a range of Bobbi Brown skincare products that she can choose 

from , depending on what her skin may need on any particular day. Bobbi’s line is  

suited to many skin conditions, ensuring that “problem” skin isn’t a problem. 

Seasonal changes, hormonal fluctuations, stress, pregnancy, medication, and travel 

are just some of the factors that can cause skin to act up.

 Beautiful�skin�reflects�a�healthy�lifestyle.�Teach your clients about the importance 

of getting a good night’s rest, drinking plenty of water, eating right, exercising, using a 

sunscreen daily, limiting caffeine intake, and not smoking. 
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Skin Conditions
Bobbi Brown skincare products are designed to be used by many skin conditions. The following 

descriptions will help you discuss with your client her current (and seasonal) skincare needs.

Dry�/�Extra�Dry

Fine lines 

Some flaking 

Tight, tired-looking 

Light creasing under eyes

Normal/Combination

Comfortable-feeling

Smooth, even texture

Shine primarily in the T-zone—forehead, nose, chin

Dry cheeks 

Oily

Allover shine  

Possibly a few large pores  

Frequent breakouts 

Fewer signs of aging (i.e., fine lines)
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 Skincare at a Glance
� Recommended-Use�Chart�
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Oily

Eye Makeup Remover  

and/or Instant Long-Wear  

Makeup Remover

Lathering Tube Soap

 Soothing Face Tonic

Intensive Skin Supplement

Hydrating Eye Cream

Protective Face Lotion SPF 15 

and/or Vitamin Enriched  

Face Base

Overnight Cream

Buffing Grains

Exfoliating Cream Wash

Extra Soothing Balm

Conditioning Hand and  

Cuticle Balm

Brightening Moisturizer SPF 25

Blemish Paste

Normal�/�Combination

Eye Makeup Remover  

and/or Instant Long-Wear 

Makeup Remover

Lathering Tube Soap

Soothing Face Tonic

Intensive Skin Supplement

Hydrating Eye Cream

 Hydrating Face Cream 

and/or Protective Face Lotion  

SPF 15 and/or Vitamin Enriched 

Face Base

Overnight Cream

Buffing Grains

Exfoliating Cream Wash

Extra Balm Rinse

Extra SPF 25  

Moisturizing Balm

Extra Moisturizing Balm

Extra Soothing Balm

Conditioning Hand and  

Cuticle Balm

Extra Face Oil

Brightening Moisturizer SPF 25

Blemish Paste

Dry�/�Extra�Dry

Eye Makeup Remover  

and/or Instant Long-Wear 

Makeup Remover

Rich Cream Cleanser

Soothing Face Tonic

Intensive Skin Supplement

Hydrating Eye Cream

Hydrating Face Cream  

and/or Protective Face Lotion SPF 15 

and/or Vitamin Enriched  

Face Base

Overnight Cream

Buffing Grains

Exfoliating Cream Wash

Extra Balm Rinse

Extra SPF 25  

Moisturizing Balm

Extra Soothing Balm

Conditioning Hand  

and Cuticle Balm

Extra Eye Balm

Extra Moisturizing Balm

Extra Face Oil 

Blemish Paste
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 Skincare at a Glance
� Recommended-Use�Chart�

All About Moisturizers
All�Bobbi�Brown�Moisturizers

 Are the perfect combination of science and nature, merging old-fashioned apothecary ingredients 

with modern technology to ensure skin looks and feels its best.

 Prepare skin for a flawless makeup application by hydrating, smoothing, and softening skin’s surface.

 Actually care for the skin with conditioning ingredients designed to calm, comfort, de-stress.

 Are formulated to adapt to skin’s needs: Lightweight, water-based formulas absorb quickly  

and feel comfortable, leaving oily skin soft and silky. Dense, rich formulas provide maximum  

moisture to smooth and nourish dry skin.

Address the needs and preferences of all women with various product forms, formulas,  

and hydration levels.

Important�Words�to�Know

�Oxidants—also known as free radicals—are unstable molecules caused by pollution, toxins, smoke, ultra-

violet light, and other environmental factors. They attack and damage the skin, resulting in visible signs of 

aging. Research has shown that the greatest contributor to the look of aged skin is the environment.

 Anti-oxidants—help slow down the action of oxidants (also known as free radicals).  

All Bobbi Brown moisturizers contain anti-oxidants to help protect skin from the damaging effects of the 

environment.

�Emollients—such as Petrolatum, Squalane, Triglycerides, and plant oils — soften skin and help prevent 

moisture loss. 

Note: There is a glossary at the back of this manual containing more important words.
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Moisturizers at a Glance

Moisturizing Options 

Product� Protects�against�sun�� Hydrates� Oil-Free� Soothes/Calm�

 
 Hydrating Eye Cream  •  •  

 Protective Face Lotion SPF 15 • • • • 

  Hydrating Face Cream  •  • 

 Vitamin Enriched Face Base  •  • 

Conditioning Hand and Cuticle Balm  • • 

 Extra SPF 25 Moisturizing Balm • •  • 

Extra Soothing Balm   •  • 

Extra Face Oil   •  •  

Extra Eye Balm   •   • 

Extra Moisturizing Balm  •  • 

SPF 15 Tinted Moisturizer • •   

Extra SPF 25 Tinted Moisturizing Balm  • •  

Overnight Cream  •� � • 

Brightening Moisturizer SPF 25 •� •� � •  
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The chart on page 35 will guide you to the best moisturizers for your client, based on 

her current skin condition. This chart highlights product benefits to help narrow down 

those choices.
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 Eye Makeup Remover
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin conditions.

Why?�

 Removes eye makeup quickly and easily, without harsh tugging or wiping.

How �to�Use

 Apply to a clean cotton pad and gently wipe over client’s entire  

eye area. Repeat with fresh cotton until pad comes away clean. Follow 

with a cotton pad dampened with water. 

 During makeup application, use with a cotton swab to clean  

up any “mistakes.”

Key�Product�Facts

 Aloe Vera soothes and calms.

Cornflower Extract tones and tightens skin.

 Glycerin provides moisture, softens and refreshes.

 Rosewater provides a naturally fresh, clean scent.

 Oil-free, water-based formula is gentle enough for all skin conditions.

 Leaves no residue; eye makeup can be applied directly after use.

Safe for contact lens wearers.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.
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 Instant Long-Wear 
Makeup Remover 
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin conditions, any woman who uses long-wearing makeup.

Why?

 Gently and quickly removes long-wearing makeup.

How�to�Use

 Shake well before using. 

 Apply to a clean cotton pad and gently wipe over eye area or lips. Rinse 

with cool water.

Key�Product�Facts

  Dual phase, extra gentle formula.

 Removes long-wearing and waterproof makeup.

 Contains lash conditioning ingredients.

 Safe for contact lens wearers.

 Dermatologist and Ophthalmologist tested. 
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Rich Cream Cleanser
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin conditions, particularly normal and dry.

Why?�

 Lightweight, water-based formula cleans without leaving any residue.

How�to�Use

Gently massage onto dry skin, avoiding eye area. Rinse with warm water.

Key�Product�Facts

Wheat Germ Oil helps dissolve dirt and makeup, without stripping skin.

 Petrolatum helps cut through dirt and debris while cushioning the skin.

 Palmarosa Oil wakes up sluggish skin, improves skin’s defenses. 

 Emollients leave skin feeling cushiony and comfortable after rinse-off.

 Lavender Oil contributes to the product’s pleasant scent.

 Dermatologist tested.
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Lathering Tube Soap
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin conditions.

Why?�

 Deeply cleanses skin and leaves it feeling soft and refreshed.

How�to�Use

 Apply to damp skin. Gently massage into a lather, avoiding eye area. 

Rinse with warm water. 

Key�Product�Facts

 Soft vegetable soap with a coconut derived surfactant helps to remove 

makeup, dirt and oil while providing an easy, clean rinse.

 Apricot Kernel, Sweet Almond, and Wheat Germ Oils leave skin feeling 

soft and smooth. 

Glycerin provides a cushion on the skin and a soft afterfeel.

 Evening Primrose Oil and Squalane soften skin, supplement essential fatty 

acids and provide a comfortable afterfeel.

Shea Butter immediately provides maximum moisture.
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Soothing Face Tonic
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

 Refreshes skin and rids it of a tired, sluggish feeling—soothing and  

calming with every sweep of your cotton ball.

How �to�Use

 Apply to cotton pad. Wipe gently on clean skin, avoiding eye area.  

Follow with moisturizer of choice.

Key�Product�Facts

Cucumber Extract soothes and calms skin.

Chamomile calms and soothes effects of irritation.

Horse Chestnut acts as an anti inflammatory.

Lavender Oil contributes to the pleasant scent.

 Green Tea Extract, a powerful anti-oxidant, protects skin from  

environmental damage.

Glycerin attracts and binds moisture to the skin.

Dermatologist tested.
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Exfoliating  
Cream Wash
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin conditions.

Why?�

 Creamy, water-based formula is gentle enough for all skin types, yet 

highly effective.

How�to�Use

 Depending on the condition of your client’s skin, recommend usage 

once or twice a week instead of her daily cleanser.

Apply to damp skin and lightly massage with fingertips, avoiding the eye 

area. Rinse thoroughly with warm water.

Key�Product�Facts

  Jojoba Beads act as a natural exfoliant to gently loosen and lift dead sur-

face skin cells, with no abrasions or irritation.

 Kaolin, a natural clay, absorbs excess oil and reduces its production, 

eliminating impurities on the skin’s surface.

Aloe Vera soothes and calms the skin.

Camphor, Allantoin, and Menthol cool, soothe, and refresh the skin. 

Horse Chestnut Extract naturally protects against inflammation.

 Emollients comfort and offer immediate hydration, leave skin  

feeling comfortable.

Dermatologist tested.
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Intensive  
Skin Supplement
Who’s�it�for?
 Anyone who wants firmer, smoother, more even-toned,  

and radiant-looking skin.

�Why?

 Improves skin’s appearance as it helps keep the signs of visible aging at bay.

�How�to�Use

 Fill dropper one-quarter of the way and apply three drops of serum on 

clean forehead, cheeks, nose, and chin, blending as you go.

Key�Product�Facts

 White Birch Extract and Vitamin A help reduce the appearance  

of fine dry lines, by firming and smoothing skin.

 Grape and Mulberry Extracts aid in clarifying and brightening skin for 

new luminosity.

 Vitamin C and Rice Bran Extract diminish the appearance of dark spots 

and even skin tone.

Green Tea Extracts help protect skin from environmental damage.

 Vitamin E, an anti-oxidant, protects skin from environmental damage.

 Intensive emollients attract and bond moisture to skin,  

softening it and making it supple.
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Hydrating Eye Cream
�Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

 Moisturizes and hydrates the delicate skin of the eye area.

How�to�Use

 Morning:�After cleansing, apply a small amount to the undereye area 

only; pat gently with fingertips to blend. Never apply to  

the eyelid prior to eye makeup as this will interfere with the wear  

and appearance of the makeup.

 Night: Apply a small amount to the entire eye area; pat gently  

with fingertips to blend.

Key�Product�Facts

Glycerin—a humectant—attracts moisture to skin.

Sodium Hyaluronate helps bond moisture to the surface,  

perfectly preparing skin for makeup application.  

 Squalane supplements the essential fatty acids that occur  

naturally in the skin.

Aloe Vera soothes and calms the skin.

 Vitamin A helps minimize the appearance of fine dry lines  

and wrinkles around the eyes, while antioxidant Vitamins C and E help 

protect the skin from environmental damage.

Avocado and Jojoba Oils moisturize, hydrate, and soften.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.
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 Protective  
Face Lotion SPF 15
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

 Lightweight, oil-free formula moisturizes, protects, and prepares skin in 

one easy step.

How�to�Use

 For all-day protection, apply in the morning. Pump two or three times 

onto fingertips and massage over just-cleansed skin.  

Avoid the immediate eye area. 

Key�Product�Facts

 Provides broad-spectrum protection from sun damage: Octinoxate guards 

against UVB rays, and Titanium Dioxide shields against UVA rays.

 Anti-oxidant Vitamins C and E safeguard skin from the aging effects of 

the environment.

 Chamomile helps calm and soothe skin.

 Convenient pump makes lotion quick and easy to use. 

 Dermatologist tested.
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  Oil Control  
Lotion SPF 15
Who’s�it�for?

Normal and oily skins.

Why?�

Lightweight, oil-free lotion that hydrates, protects and prepares skin for 

makeup in one easy step.

How�to�Use

 For all-day protection, apply in the morning. Pump two or three times 

onto fingertips and massage over just-cleansed skin. Avoid the immedi-

ate eye area. 

Key�Product�Facts

Provides broad spectrum protection from sun damage: Octinoxate 

and Homosalate provide UVB protection, while Avobenzone protects 

against UVA rays.

Tocopheryl Acetate (vitamin E) helps protect skin from environmental 

damage.

Laminaria Saccharina Extract (Seaweed Extract) absorbs excess oil and 

helps soothe skin.

Lavender Extract calms and soothes skin.

Caffeine, an anti-inflammatory, calms and soothes skin.

Sodium Hyaluronate bonds moisture to the skin and keeps it hydrated.

Dermatologist tested.

Non-acnegenic and Non-comedogenic.
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 Hydrating Face Cream
Who’s�it�for?

 All skin conditions, especially normal and dry.

Why?

Skin will feel soft and hydrated all day.

How�to�Use

 Morning and night: Apply to just-cleansed skin, avoiding the eye area.

Key�Product�Facts

  Sodium Hyaluronate forms a veil on skin to lock in moisture,  

and create the perfect surface for makeup application.

 Anti-oxidant Vitamin E protects the skin from damaging free radicals.

 Vitamin A helps minimize the appearance of fine lines.

Algae Extract offers moisturizing benefits.

 Kukui Nut Oil softens.

 Jasmine soothes and calms skin.

 Coriander stimulates the skin.

 Caffeine, an anti-irritant and anti-inflammatory, soothes and calms.

 Dermatologist tested.
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 Vitamin Enriched  
Face Base
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

Hydrates and softens skin.

How�to�Use

 Morning and night, apply to just-cleansed skin, avoiding eye area. 

Key�Product�Facts

 A Carrot Extract and Vitamin A blend help prevent the visible signs  

of aging by reducing the appearance of fine, dry lines and wrinkles.

Shea Butter immediately provides maximum moisture.

Vitamin C evens skin tone and brightens complexion.

 Vitamin E and Beta Carotene help protect skin from environmental damage.

Geranium Extract energizes and refreshes skin.

 Sodium Hyaluronate forms a veil on skin to lock in moisture,  

and create the perfect surface for makeup application.

Yeast Extract provides oxygen to energize and firm the skin.

Oil-free.
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Overnight Cream
Who’s�it�for?�

 All skin conditions, any woman who wants a technologically-advanced 

repair product for nighttime use. 

Why?

 This rich, restorative cream helps repair and improve skin’s  

appearance while you sleep.

How�to�Use

Apply to clean, dry skin at night. Avoid immediate eye area. 

Key�Product�Facts

 Protein Activator (Hexapeptide Technology) helps boost skin’s natural  

collagen production to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. 

Advanced technology helps it absorb quickly into skin and work effectively.

Milk Thistle Extract works to plump and firm skin’s appearance.

 Cat’s Claw Extract (a plant extract) boosts natural collagen production and 

helps skin repair and revitalize its damaged appearance.

 Sweet Almond, Olive, Apricot Kernel and Avocado Oils help skin retain moisture.

 Sodium Hyaluronate adds and retains moisture, binds water to skin.

 A Barrier Repair Factor helps replenish natural lipids found in skin.

 Mulberry, Scutellaria and Grape Extracts work to brighten and even skin tone.

 Glucosamine gently exfoliates surface skin to promote cell turnover and 

clarify skin.

 Rice Extract, Green Tea and Vitamin E are powerful antioxidants that pro-

tect skin from environmental damage. * Not for use in Canada.

White Birch and Caffeine are anti-irritants that comfort and soothe skin.

Sucrose helps calm skin.

Lavender Extract calms and refreshes.

Dermatologist tested.
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Lip Balm SPF 15 
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

 A combined formula of emollients plus sunscreen hydrates and  

protects lips.

How�to�Use

 Apply morning and night, and as often as needed during the day.

 Tip: It is very important that you educate your customer on the proper 

usage as the product appears very hard when first opened. Apply firm pres-

sure with finger to “break” surface layer. Blend well with fingertip to 

achieve the proper consistency.

Key�Product�Facts

 Avocado, Olive, and Wheat Germ Oils help create a protective layer.

 Petrolatum rehydrates and provides immediate comfort.

 Beeswax, a natural emollient, hydrates lips. 

 Aloe Vera soothes.

 Coffee seed extract stimulates barrier repair.

  Chemical sunscreens—Octyl Methoxycinnamate and Octyl Salicylate—work 

to block out UVB rays, which cause the long-term damage that results in 

fine lines and wrinkles.

 Dermatologist tested.
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Buffing Grains
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin conditions.

How�to�Use

 Add a small amount to any cleanser or water. Massage gently  

onto face. Rinse off with water.

Key�Product�Facts

Japanese Adzuki Bean powder helps soften and smooth,  

leaves skin glowing. 

 Encourages skin cell turnover by removing surface dry, dead skin cells. 

Loose grains create a gentle and fully customized facial exfoliator.

Bobbi’s luxurious version of a “microdermabrasion” product.
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Creamy Shave Foam
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

How�to�Use

 Apply to damp skin, massage into a lather, shave, rinse off excess with 

warm water.

Key�Product�Facts

Contains Aloe and Oatmeal to sooth skin.

 Emollient oils contained in the product include Olive Oil, Coconut Oil, Sweet 

Almond Oil, and Jojoba Seed Oil that soften, condition and moisturize the 

skin. They also provide a comfortable, easy rinse.

 Contains Urea that draws water into the hair and plumps so that  

it is easy to cut.

 Contains Sodium Lauroyl Sarcosinate and soaps that create a soft foam and 

provide slip so that the razor glides smoothly over skin.

Vitamin E acts as an anti-oxidant. 
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Overnight  
Blemish Paste
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?�

Helps dry out blemishes.

How�to�Use

 Apply to clean dry skin. Pat a small amount directly over blemish. 

Key�Product�Facts

 Salicylic Acid helps dry and clear blemishes while working to prevent the 

appearance of new blemishes, whiteheads, and blackheads.
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Cleansing Oil
Who’s�it�for?

All skins.

Why?

 Gently and effectively removes all face makeup while soothing and calming 

the skin. This luxurious texture contains non-pore clogging oils that break 

down makeup and remove impurities without drying and stripping the skin. 

How�to�Use

Apply oil to dry skin.  Gently massage a small amount of warm water  

over the oil. Rinse face clean.  Use on eye area to remove all traces of  

non-waterproof eye makeup.

Key�Product�Facts

 Rich and emollient cleansing oil treatment  gently and effectively cleanses and 

removes all face makeup.  

Emollient and moisturizing Olive and Jojoba Oils work to break down  

makeup and remove impurities without stripping the skin.  

This luxurious oil will not clog pores.

Ginger Root Extract helps to calm and soothe skin.

Suitable for contact lens wearers.

BOBBI’S BEAUTY ENCYCLOPEDIA

Claims

Ophthalmologist and Dermatologist tested

Non-Acnegenic



Bobbi Brown Extra
Triggered by her own need for skincare that addressed the changing condition of her 

skin, Bobbi was inspired to develop Extra, a super-luxurious line of skincare for the 

face. At the top of her wish list: rich, dense face creams, activated on contact by the 

warmth of the skin; formulas that sink in quickly, and provide instantly  

visible and long-lasting benefits; textures that work well with makeup; and, in the end, 

smell soothing, feel comforting, and look pretty.  

�Extra’s super-rich balms deliver more of what skin needs: deep-down comfort,  

protection, and pampering. Their goal is to help improve and revive skin’s appear-

ance, so it looks fresher, smoother, and less tired. Formulated with natural ingredients 

and plant extracts—such as pure orange, rosemary, and olive oils—to ensure its high 

level of hydration and protection, Extra�nurtures as it nourishes. Extra�Immediately 

brings skin back to life, with instant freshness and softness.

 Note: Extra is designed to go beyond normal skincare, while Bobbi Brown Skin line 

is formulated to address the normal range of needs and is effective for all skin 

types. Although the two treatment lines are very different, the outcome is the same: 

smooth, even, healthy, glowing skin.
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Extra Balm Rinse
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions, except oily.

Why?

Cleanses skin while leaving it soft and hydrated.

How�to�Use

  Morning and night: Apply a small amount directly to dry skin,  

avoiding the eye area. (In the evening, always remove eye makeup  

first before cleansing skin.) Massage for 30 seconds; rinse thoroughly 

with warm water.  

Tip: Rinse with a washcloth or facial sponge to speed exfoliation.

Key�Product�Facts

 Glycerin attracts and bonds moisture to skin.

 Olive Oil and Glycerin effectively remove makeup, dirt, and debris.

 Sunflower Glycerides smooth and condition skin.

Orange Oil leaves skin refreshed and lightly scented.

 Dermatologist tested.

Also available in a tube—sized for portability to travel.
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Extra  
Moisturizing Balm
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

Rehydrates, firms, and soothes dry, dehydrated skin.

How�to�Use

 Morning and/or Night, warm a small amount in the palm of hands,  

then pat gently all over a dry face.

Key�Product�Facts

 Vitamin A and Carrot Extract help reduce the appearance  

of fine lines and wrinkles, and work to firm the skin.

 Petrolatum and Shea Butter form a protective barrier on the skin  

to inhibit moisture loss.

Shea Butter is a super rich emollient which helps keep skin  

moisturized and hydrated.

 Borage and Evening Primrose Oils supplement the essential fatty acids 

that the skin loses over time.

  Sodium Hyaluronate, a powerful water absorber, holds moisture  

to the skin, helping create a smooth surface for makeup application.

 Aloe and Cucumber calm and soothe.

 Scented with essential oils: a blend of Geranium, Ylang Ylang, Rosemary, 

and Moroccan Chamomile.
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Extra SPF 25  
Moisturizing Balm
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

 Fills the gap that most other high SPFs leave, comforting and  

protecting dry skin from sun damage while providing dense moisture. 

How�to�Use

 In the morning, warm a small amount in the palm of hands,  

then pat gently all over a dry face.

Key�Product�Facts

 A combination of chemical sunscreens—Homosolate, Octinoxate, 

Oxybenzone, and Avobenzone—provide UVA and UVB protection from 

harmful rays.

Sodium Hyaluronate bonds moisture to skin, creating the perfect  

surface for makeup application.

Shea Butter and water deliver maximum moisture.

Glycerin attracts moisture to the skin.

Borage and Evening Primrose Oils supplement the essential fatty  

acids that skin loses over time.

Angelica Seed Oil calms and soothes.

 Vitamin A and Carrot Extract help reduce the appearance of fine lines.

Anti-oxidant Vitamin E protects skin from damaging free radicals.

Dermatologist tested.
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Extra SPF 25 Tinted 
Moisturizing Balm
Who’s�it�for?

 The woman with very dry skin who wants a casual alternative  

to foundation combined with sun protection.

Why?

Provides dry skin with a luminous glow.

How�to�Use

 Apply to clean, dry skin in place of, or on top of, regular moisturizer.  

Dot on forehead, cheeks, nose, and chin and blend. Can be used  

with fingertips, Foundation Brush or Makeup Sponge.

Key�Product�Facts

 Active ingredients—Homosalate, Octinoxate, Oxybenzone,  

and Avobenzone—provide broad spectrum protection from  

damaging UVA and UVB rays.

 Vitamin A and Carrot Extract help reduce the appearance of fine lines.

Antioxidant Vitamin E protects skin from damaging free radicals.

Glycerin attracts moisture and Sodium Hyaluronate bonds it to skin.

Shea Butter and water deliver maximum moisture.

 Evening Primrose Oil supplements fatty acids that skin loses over time.

Angelica Seed Oil calms and soothes.

Dermatologist tested.
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Extra Soothing Balm
Who’s�it�for?

All skin types.

Why?

 Relieves and soothes extremely dry, chapped skin, whether  

it’s the entire face or certain areas. Also provides that most-wanted, 

healthy glow over blush or bare cheeks.

How�to�Use

 Warm a small amount in the palm of hands, then gently pat on wherever 

skin is dry—all over or just on specific spots, elbows, knees, or cuticles. 

Apply as often as needed.

Key�Product�Facts

Shea Butter immediately provides maximum moisture.

Avocado and plant oils deliver immediate hydration.

Beeswax, an emollient, hydrates skin.

Geranium and Rosemary Oils calm and soothe.

 Borage and Evening Primrose Oils supplement the essential  

fatty acids that skin loses over time.

Dermatologist tested.
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Extra Eye Balm
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

 Rehydrates, firms, and instantly soothes the dry delicate, tired-looking skin 

around the eye area.

How�to�Use

 For�nighttime�use:�Apply a small amount to the entire eye area;  

pat gently with fingertips to blend.

�For�daytime�use:�Extra Eye Balm is not generally recommended  

for daytime use unless skin is extremely dry, since creasing  

of concealer may occur.

Key�Product�Facts

Shea Butter and Beeswax immediately provide maximum moisture.

Vitamin A in Carrot Oil helps minimize the appearance of fine lines.

Anti-oxidant Vitamin E helps protect against damaging free radicals.

Marine Extract aids in reducing the appearance of dark circles.  

A unique blend of plant extracts work to help reduce puffiness.

Cucumber Extract calms and soothes.
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 Extra Face Oil
Who’s�it�for?

Normal to Dry Skin Conditions

Why?

 Deeply moisturizes, conditions and softens skin. 

How�to�Use

 After cleansing massage onto clean skin with fingertips. Can be used 

with or without an additional moisturizer.

Key�Product�Facts

 Emollients—Olive, Sesame, Sweet Almond, and Jojoba Oils—moisturize, 

condition, and soften skin.

Anti-oxidant Vitamin E helps protect against environmental damage.

 Scented with a soothing essential oil blend of Lavender, Neroli,  

Patchouli, and Sandalwood.
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 Extra  
Eye Repair Cream
Who’s�it�for?

Dry to Extra Dry Skins; Women who see signs of aging in the eye area.

Why?

Highly concentrated, high performance, eye treatment that targets key issues 

of the eye area. It visibly repairs, re-enforces, and instantly rejuvenates. 

Results are seen immediately and long term. The eye area looks firmer, 

brighter, smoother, awake, and revitalized.

How�to�Use

For Day and Night Use: Warm between fingers, then pat gently around eye 

area. Make sure cream is fully absorbed before applying concealer.

Key�Product�Facts

A unique natural blend of Scutellaria and Mulberry Root Extracts brightens 

undereye darkness.  

Red and Brown Algae helps prevent puffiness in the eye area leaving skin 

looking brighter, smoother, and more awake.

A complex of Repair Enzymes, Peptides and Apple Extract repairs the basic 

building blocks necessary for healthy, strong skin.   

Skin’s structure is strengthened and natural collagen production is increased, 

resulting in smoother skin and fewer fine lines and wrinkles. This strength-

ened skin helps ensures that biological skin functions occur properly.

This formula is power packed with a blend of natural humectants, Glycerin 

and Hyaluronic Acid, as well as natural sugars attract moisture to the skin.  

Shea Butter, soften skin and lock in moisture, preventing evaporation and 

ensuring long-term moisturization.   

This formula contains the essential skin protecting components that mimic 

skin’s natural moisture barrier.

BOBBI’S BEAUTY ENCYCLOPEDIA

Claims

Instantly smoothes and plumps fine, dry lines 

Reduces the look of fine lines and wrinkles— 

long-term

Stimulates natural collagen synthesis to firm 

and lift skin 

Provides instant and long-term moisturization 

and hydration

Smoothes skin 

Strengthens skin’s natural moisture barrier 

Brightens the look of undereye darkness

Skin is more radiant instantly and long-term 

De-puffs the eye area

Increases cell turnover

Anti-oxidant protection

Soothing 

Safe for Contact Lens Wearers 

Dermatologist Tested 

Ophthalmologist Tested
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Brightening Collection
  Brightening is for the woman who is concerned about the damaging effects of sun 

exposure and the environment on her skin. Brightening is designed to go beyond 

normal skincare—it helps even skin tone and brings more clarity and luminosity to 

the skin.

 Bamboo Extract is the key ingredient in this line because it’s been thought for centu-

ries to have balancing and restorative powers. Now we also know it to be a powerful 

skincare ingredient that helps correct and prevent future skin damage.

What�Makes�Brightening�So�Effective?

Bamboo Extract provides advanced anti-oxidant protection and prevents free radi-

cals from forming. 

Vitamin C Complex helps even skin tone. 

Glucosamine clarifies skin and normalizes its cell turnover rate. 
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Brightening  
Facial Water
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin types.

Why?�

Delivers more even-looking skin, provides clarity.

How�to�Use

 Apply to a clean cotton pad and gently sweep over face after cleansing. Avoid 

the eye area.

Key�Product�Facts

 Sasa Veitchii (Bamboo Extracts) provides advanced anti-oxidant  

protection and prevents free radicals from forming.

 Licorice and Scutellaria (a plant root extract) help to even skin tone and mini-

mize hyperpigmentation/dark spots.

Glucosamine clarifies skin and normalizes its cell turnover rate.

 Sucrose, an anti-inflammatory, soothes and calms skin.

 Cucumber and Lavender Extracts calm and soothe.

 Dermatologist tested.

 Non-acnegenic.
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Brightening Essence
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin types.

Why?�

 Delivers more even-looking skin, provides clarity. 

How�to�Use

Apply a thin, even layer to clean skin morning and/or night.

Key�Product�Facts

 Vitamin C Complex (Ascorbyl Glucoside) helps even skin tone.

 Sasa Veitchii (Bamboo Extracts) provides advanced anti-oxidant protection 

and prevents free radicals from forming.

Licorice and Scutellaria (a plant root extract) help to even skin tone and  

minimize hyperpigmentation/dark spots.

Glucosamine clarifies skin and normalizes its cell turnover rate.

Sucrose, an anti-inflammatory, soothes and calms skin.

Sodium Hyaluronate prepares skin for beautiful makeup application.

Lavender, Rose, and Coriander Extracts calm and soothe.
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Brightening  
Moisturizer SPF 25 
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin types.

Why?�

 Delivers more even-looking skin, provides clarity.

How�to�Use

Apply to clean skin day or night. �

Key�Product�Facts

Scutellaria (a plant root extract) helps to even skin tone. 

Glucosamine clarifies skin and normalizes its cell turnover rate. 

Sucrose, an anti-inflammatory, soothes and calms skin.

Sodium Hyaluronate prepares skin for beautiful makeup application. 

Caffeine, an anti-irritant, calms and soothes skin.

Squalane softens skin and supplements fatty acids.

Jasmine and Rose Extracts calm and soothe.

Orange and Grapefruit Extracts refresh skin.

Dermatologist tested.

Non-acnegenic.
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In Sun beach Collection

“ Too much sun exposure is a sure-fire way to look older before your time.”  

–Bobbi Brown

Sunscreen should be an essential part of every woman’s daily skincare regimen.  

The In Sun�beach�Collection pampers and protects face and body with formulas lightly 

scented with a hint of beach fragrance. The Collection is ideal for year-round use.
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beach Sunscreen  
Body Spray SPF 15
�Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

To protect skin from sun exposure.

How�to�Use

 Spray on body liberally and spread evenly before sun exposure.   

Reapply after swimming or exercising.

Key�Product�Facts

 Active ingredients—Octocrylene, Octinoxate, Oxybenzone, and Octisalate—

provide broad spectrum protection against damaging  

UVA and UVB rays. 

 Olive and Grapeseed Oils absorb easily into skin, softening it  

without any greasy after-feel.

  Tri-glyceride, a coconut-derived emollient, helps product go on  

smoothly and easily, and provides a soft, comfortable after-feel. 

Castor Oil conditions and softens skin.

Dermatologist tested.
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 beach Sunscreen  
for Face SPF 25
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

To protect skin from sun exposure.

How�to�Use

 Smooth on face liberally before sun exposure, avoiding eye area.  

Reapply after swimming or exercising.

Key�Product�Facts

 Active ingredients Homosalate, Octinoxate, Oxybenzone, and  

Avobenzone provide broad spectrum protection against damaging  

UVA and UVB rays.

Cucumber Extract calms and soothes.

Sodium Hyaluronate bonds moisture to skin’s surface.

Glycerin attracts moisture to skin and forms a protective barrier  

to help prevent moisture loss.

Antioxidant Vitamin E helps protect skin from environmental damage.

Oil-free.

Dermatologist tested.
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 beach Leave-in  
Hair Conditioner  
SPF 15
�Who’s�it�for?

 Anyone—especially the outdoor enthusiast—who wants a hair care  

product that pampers and styles in one.

Why?

To protect hair from sun exposure.

How�to�Use

 Work through damp or dry hair before sun exposure, massaging  

into scalp. Style hair as usual. Reapply after swimming or exercising.

Key�Product�Facts

 Active ingredient—Octinoxate—provides broad spectrum  

protection against harmful UVA/UVB rays.

 Pacific Sea Kelp and Algae Extracts, act as humectants,  

softening and protecting hair. 

 Vitamin E and Willowherb Extract act as powerful anti-oxidants, protecting 

hair and scalp from environmental damage.
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beach Sunscreen Gel 
for Body SPF 30
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

How�to�Use

 Apply liberally before sun exposure. Reapply after swimming  

or prolonged sun exposure.

Key�Product�Facts

Lightweight, water resistant lightly scented gel.

Provides UVA and UVB protection.

Vitamin E acts as an anti-oxidant.

Cocoa Butter is moisturizing and soothing. 

Shea Butter, Sesame Oil and Avocado Oil moisturize. 

Alpha Bisabolol soothes.

Parsol MCX and Neohelupin OS provide UVB protection.

Avobenzone provides UVA protection.

Petrolatum keeps moisture in and prevents moisture loss.
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 beach Body Scrub
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who wants a gentle body exfoliator scented with notes of��

beach�Fragrance.

Why?
Gently removes dry, dead surface skin cells for softer, smoother skin.

How�to�Use

 Gently massage onto damp skin, then rinse off.

Key�Product�Facts

Orange Peel and Pumice gently exfoliate skin.

Shea Butter, Sweet Almond, Safflower, Jojoba and Olive Oils  

moisturize and soften skin.

Dermatologist tested.
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 Concealer, Foundation, & Powder 

�Bobbi’s�Absolute�Basics:�It can’t be stressed enough that the basics—concealer, 

foundation, and powder—are key to every Bobbi Brown look. If the basics aren’t right, 

the makeup won’t be either. That’s why it’s so important to get it right!

 To ensure your success in choosing the correct concealer, foundation, and powder, 

always follow Bobbi’s tried-and-true method, below, with each and every client. Take 

Bobbi’s Foundation Test on page 75 to refresh and reinforce your skills as an Artist. 

Step-by-Step�Concealer,�Foundation�and�Powder�Assessment

1 Sit your client down.

2 Visually assess the condition of her skin.

3 Ask your client about her skin, her lifestyle, and her preference in foundation formulas.  

4 Choose a formula of foundation based on your client’s skin condition and preferences. 

5  Using the chosen foundation formula as your guide to color-match, narrow down 

your color choices to two or three shades. 

6  On the side of your client’s face, from her cheek to her jawline, “stripe” your shade 

choices, gently blending each line with a clean finger. The correct shade is the one 

that “disappears” into her skin. Important: Always check the color-correctness in 

natural light (and show your client the effect in the mirror!).

7  Now, back to concealer. Your client’s best shade is always one to two tones lighter 

than her foundation. Tip: Bobbi’s innovative, all-in-one Creamy Concealer Kit takes 

this into account for you; use the accompanying chart to determine the correct 
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shade. (Completing the duo: A coordinating sheer powder with mini-puff to set 

concealer for all-day wear.)

8  To select the perfect shade of Face Powder to ensure your client’s makeup stays fresh-

looking and lasts for hours, always test it on her skin after applying foundation.
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Start with Concealer  
 “Good concealer is the secret of the universe.”   –Bobbi Brown

 Indispensable to all Bobbi Brown looks, concealer is the single product that can, 

on its own, help all women look their best. It can make a woman appear as if she’s 

had eight hours sleep when she’s only had five. And it can instantly brighten her 

face and lift her mood. That’s why concealer is the cornerstone of every Bobbi 

Brown look. Immediately, it’ll make your client look and feel better—even before 

she has her makeup application!

 What makes Bobbi Brown concealers unique: a creamy, yellow-based formula that 

blends easily with a woman’s skin tone, yet provides full coverage. The creaminess 

of these products ensures a smooth finish that stays put for hours, without “travel-

ing” or creasing.

 Creamy Concealer Kit, Bobbi’s innovative, all-in-one, cover-up duo pairs creamy 

concealer to minimize dark undereye circles and coordinating sheer powder to set 

it for all-day wear.

 Creamy Concealer offers the same great formula as the Kit, but without the pow-

der, for use as a replacement, or for customers who prefer to use only concealer.
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Follow with Foundation
“The right foundation should look like you’re not wearing any— just like you  
naturally have even, perfect skin.”   –Bobbi Brown

All�Bobbi�Brown�foundations

Look like amazing, perfect skin—not makeup.

 Provide women with a range of options, depending on their need and preference on any given day.

Deliver very-sheer-to-full, buildable coverage.

Can be used only on the areas that need to be evened out.

May be worn all over the face for a more polished, flawless look.

Foundation�Chart
 This chart will guide you to the best foundation and concealer recommendations for your client,  

based on her current skin condition.

Formula� Dry�������������������������Combination /Normal����������������� ����Oily�

Concealer / Corrector • • • 

SPF 15 Tinted Moisturizer  • • •

Extra  SPF 25 Tinted Moisturizing Balm • •�

 Foundation Stick • • •

Oil-Free Even Finish Foundation SPF 15  • • 

Oil-Free Even Finish Compact Foundation  • •

Moisture Rich Foundation SPF 15  • •   

Smooth Skin Foundation  • 

Luminous Moisturizing Foundation •

Face Powder • •   

Sheer Finish Loose Face Powder  • • 

Pressed Powder • •  

Sheer Finish Pressed Powder   • •  
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  Choosing Your Client’s  
Skin-Tone-Correct Shade

  All Bobbi Brown foundations are available in the same 17 skin-tone-correct shades, making  

it easy for your clients to switch formulas (to suit their skin’s current needs), or combine them, 

and select a coordinating shade of concealer.

� Foundation��� Tinted�Moisturizer�� Corrector��� Creamy�Concealer��

� ����

� Alabaster�� Alabaster Tint Porcelain Bisque Porcelain

� �the very fairest skin with pink tones

 Porcelain  Extra Light Tint Porcelain Bisque Porcelain  
 �the fairest of skin tones

 Warm�Ivory� Light Tint Porcelain or Light Bisque Porcelain or Ivory
 very pale skin

� Sand� Light Tint  Light Bisque Warm Ivory, Ivory or Sand
� �light skin

�� Warm�Sand� Light Tint Light Bisque Warm Ivory or Sand�
� �light skin

� Beige�� Medium Tint Light Bisque Beige, Sand or Warm Beige
  medium skin

 � Warm�Beige  Medium Tint Light Bisque or Bisque Natural or Warm Beige
 �medium skin

�� Natural� Medium Tint Bisque Natural or Warm Beige
� tan skin

 � Warm�Natural�� Medium to Dark Tint Bisque Natural or Warm Natural
� tan to deep tan   skin

 � Honey�� Medium to Dark Tint Bisque or Dark Bisque Honey
 light golden skin

  Golden  Dark Tint Dark Bisque Honey or Golden
 medium to deep golden skin

  Warm�Almond� Dark Tint Dark Bisque Almond or Golden
 medium to dark skin

  Almond� Deep Tint Dark or Deep Bisque Almond
 medium to dark skin

�� Warm�Walnut� Deep Tint Dark or Deep Bisque Almond
 dark skin
 
�� Walnut  N/A Deep Bisque Almond or Chestnut
 dark skin

�� Chestnut� N/A Very Deep Bisque Chestnut
 rich, dark skin

 � ��Espresso� N/A Very Deep Bisque Chestnut
 dark skin with blue undertones
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Bobbi’s Foundation Test
Select two or three shades of Foundation that most closely match your  

client’s skin tone.

 Make “stripes” on the side of your client’s face, from her cheek to her jawline, gently 

blending into skin. (Important: Always test foundation in natural light. Walk your client 

to a window or door, if necessary.) The correct shade will “disappear” and match the 

color of her neck.

Keep testing until you find the shade that works best.

�Note: In the past, Bobbi has recommended testing foundation shades with the 

Foundation Stick. With the introduction of new foundation formulas, Bobbi now pre-

fers that everyone use the chosen formula to test for correct shade. If substituting 

Foundation Stick for an undereye concealer on your client, go one shade lighter than 

the foundation shade used on her face. This will counteract any darkness in this area, 

so allover skin tone will appear consistent.

 Your client may wish to adjust her foundation shade if her skin tone deepens in summer. 

Recommend that she mix a slightly deeper shade with her usual one to accommodate 

any changes in skin tone, or go one shade darker.
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Finish with Powder
 No Bobbi Brown look is complete without powder. A light dusting ensures makeup is 

set for hours, color stays clean and fresh. Like Bobbi Brown yellow-based concealer 

and foundation, a coordinating powder provides the most natural-looking finish.

 Below is a description of each powder shade. Use it only as a guide—the best way to 

obtain the perfect match for your client is to test the powder against her skin.

The�Shades

�Pale�Yellow—For pale skin tones (or for all skin tones, with the exception of 

Porcelain, to set concealer).

Sunny�Beige—Ideal for warming up medium skin tones.

Golden�Orange—For medium to olive complexions.

Basic�Brown—For darker skin tones.

Soft�Sand—Provides the same depth as Sunny Beige, but with a more neutral tone.

Warm�Natural—A neutral tone, ideal for suntanned skin, and excellent for neutraliz-

ing a very yellow complexion.
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Creamy Concealer Kit
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin conditions.

Why?�

 Creamy Concealer smoothly covers undereye circles and darkness;  

powder sets it for a long-lasting, flawless finish.

How �to�Use

Apply after eye cream.

 Using the Concealer Brush, apply concealer from inner to outer  

eye corner, near the lashline and/or wherever you see darkness. 

 Use gentle pressure of fingertips to blend edges. Be careful not  

to use a wiping motion it only removes product from the area  

that you want concealed.

Key�Product�Facts

 Petrolatum provides a creamy consistency and superior blendability.

 Vitamin A minimizes the appearance of fine lines.

Vitamin E protects against damaging free radicals.

 Formulated to provide complete coverage.

Feels lightweight and looks natural, never cakey or dry.

 Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.

Fragrance free.

�Note:�Creamy Concealer Kit’s inclusion of powder reinforces Bobbi’s  

philosophy of always using Pale Yellow Powder to set concealer.  

The only exception to the rule is with the use of Porcelain Concealer.  

Then, and only then, White Powder should be used. Creamy Concealer  

is also available without powder.
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Corrector
Who’s�it�for?

 Any woman who wants to correct extreme under eye darkness.

How�to�Use

Apply to clean, moisturized skin.

 Using the Concealer Brush, apply the corrector from inner to outer eye cor-

ner, near the lashline and/or wherever you see extreme darkness.

 Use gentle pressure of fingertips to blend edges. Be careful not  

to use a wiping motion—it only removes product from the area  

you want concealed.

Follow with skin-tone-correct Concealer of choice.

Key�Product�Facts

Available in Bisque and Peach tones.

 Petrolatum provides a creamy consistency and superior blendability.

 Vitamin A minimizes the appearance of fine lines.

 Vitamin E protects against damaging free radicals.

 Formulated to provide complete coverage.

 Feels lightweight and looks natural, never cakey or dry.

 Dermatologist and Ophthalmologist tested.

 Fragrance free.
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Blemish Cover Stick
Who’s�it�for?��

 Anyone who wants to cover—and calm—a blemish or breakout, and  

minimize the redness associated with it.

Why?�

 Addresses skin flare-ups quickly, easily, with the most  

natural-looking results.

How�to�Use

After cleansing and drying skin, dot or brush (with the Concealer Brush) 

directly on blemish, and gently pat and “press” into skin.   

To set, follow with a dusting of Loose Face Powder.

Key�Product�Facts

Easy-to-blend, oil-free formula calms and covers up blemishes.

 Oil-absorbing Kaolin Clay and special plant derivatives counteract redness.

Stick form is convenient for touch-ups.
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Tinted Eye Brightener
Who’s�it�for?�

Anyone with minimal undereye darkness who wants sheer coverage.

�

Why?�

Provides lightweight under eye coverage.

How �to�Use

Apply after eye cream.

Using the Cream Blending Brush, apply from inner to outer eye corner, near 

the lashline and/or wherever you see darkness. Use gentle pressure of finger-

tips to blend edges. Be careful not to use a wiping motion as it only removes 

product from areas that you want concealed.

Key�Product�Facts

Licorice Extract, Vitamin C and Bamboo Extract help brighten the 

eye area, even skin tone, and give skin a refreshed and radiant look.

Sodium Hyaluronate binds moisturizes skin.

Hops Extract helps to reduce dark circles.

Sodium Hyaluronate bind moisturize to the skin.

Gentian Extract, an anti-inflammatory, soothes.

Suitable for both men and women.

Ophthalmologist and Dermatologist Tested.

Non-acnegenic.

Claims

Demonstrated�the�following�immediately��

after�product�use

49% improvement in skin moisturization.

14% improvement in soothing.

34% improvement in skin radiance.

31% reduction in dark circles.

Demonstrated�the�following�after�8�weeks�of�

product�use

28% improvement in skin moisturization.

23% improvement in soothing.

28% improvement in radiance.

12% reduction in dark circles.
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Foundation Stick
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin conditions.

Why?�

 Provides a quick and easy way to smooth and even out the skin.

How �to�Use

 Apply to clean, moisturized skin. Lightly stroke across forehead, cheeks, nose, 

and chin, blending out with fingertips, sponge, or Foundation Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

  Beeswax provides incredible “slip,” gliding on smoothly and evenly  

without adding excess oil.

  Squalane supplements the essential fatty acids that occur naturally  

in skin, leaving it soft and smooth.

Silica helps control oil and reduce shine.

Ideal for use as a lightweight undereye concealer.

Provides buildable coverage, in a full range of skin-tone-correct shades.

Delivers a velvety, natural-looking finish.

Portable size makes it convenient for travel.

Dermatologist tested.

Claims

Demonstrated�the�following�immediately��

after�product�use

49% improvement in skin moisturization.

14% improvement in soothing.

34% improvement in skin radiance.

31% reduction in dark circles.

Demonstrated�the�following�after�8�weeks�of�

product�use

28% improvement in skin moisturization.

23% improvement in soothing.

28% improvement in radiance.

12% reduction in dark circles.
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 SPF 15 Tinted 
Moisturizer
Who’s�it�for?

 The woman who wants a hint of coverage combined with moisturizing and 

sun protection benefits.

Why?

Provides the perfect alternative to foundation for a more casual look.

How�to�Use

Apply to clean, dry skin in place of regular moisturizer.

Dot on forehead, cheeks, nose, and chin and lightly blend out, using either 

fingertips, sponge or Foundation Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

Sodium Hyaluronate bonds moisture to the skin.

Titanium Dioxide shields against skin-aging UVA rays.

Octyl Methoxycinnamate guards skin from damaging UVB rays.

Vitamin E protects against damaging free radicals.

Tinted formula works to even skin tone.

Portable size makes it convenient for travel.
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Extra  SPF 25 Tinted 
Moisturizing Balm
Who’s�it�for?

 The woman with very dry skin who wants a casual alternative to foundation 

combined with sun protection.

Why?

Provides dry skin with a luminous glow.

How�to�Use

 Apply to clean, dry skin in place of, or on top of, regular moisturizer.

 Dot on forehead, cheeks, nose, and chin and blend using either  

fingertips, sponge or Foundation Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

 Active ingredients—Homosalate, Octinoxate, Oxybenzone,  

and Avobenzone—provide broad spectrum protection from damaging UVA 

and UVB rays.

 Vitamin A and Carrot Extract help reduce the appearance of fine lines.

Antioxidant Vitamin E protects skin from damaging free radicals.

 Glycerin attracts moisture and Sodium Hyaluronate bonds it to skin.

Shea Butter and water deliver maximum moisture.

 Evening Primrose Oil supplements fatty acids that skin loses over time.

Angelica Seed Oil calms and soothes.

Dermatologist tested.
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Oil-Free Even Finish  
Foundation SPF 15
Who’s�it�for?

Combination and oily skin.

Why?

Gives oilier skin a natural, matte finish.

How�to�Use

�For�the�most�natural�look:�on cleansed, moisturized skin, apply  

only where needed to even tone and cover imperfections. Blend with 

clean sponge, fingertips or Foundation Brush. 

 For�more�complete�coverage:�Dot foundation on forehead, cheeks,  

nose, and chin. Blend with sponge.

Key�Product�Facts

 Octinoxate and Octyl Salicylate guard against the sun’s burning rays.

Light-refracting particles diminish the appearance of fine dry lines.

Lecithin, an oil-free moisturizer, hydrates skin. 

Silica beads absorb excess surface oil.

Alpha Bisabolol calms redness on the skin.

 Lavender, Orange, and Coriander essential oils contribute to the  

product’s pleasant scent.
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 Oil-Free Even Finish 
Compact Foundation
Who’s�it�for?

 Normal to oily skins that want a comfortable-feeling, long-wearing, oil-free 

foundation.

Why?

 Delivers medium-to-full coverage that’s easy to blend.

How�to�Use

 Apply with the enclosed sponge to forehead, cheeks, nose and chin. Blend 

and smooth for an even finish.

Key�Product�Facts

Easy-to-blend, oil-free formula.

Provides beautiful, lasting medium-to-full coverage.

Ideal for normal to oily skins.
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Moisture Rich 
Foundation SPF 15
Who’s�it�for?

For normal and dry skin.

�Why?

 Provides a smooth, natural-looking finish with the protection  

of sunscreen. 

How�to�Use

�For�the�most�natural�look:�On cleansed, moisturized skin, apply  

only where needed to even tone and cover imperfections. Blend with clean 

sponge, fingertips or Foundation Brush. 

�For�more�complete�coverage: Dot foundation on forehead, cheeks, nose,  

and chin. Blend with sponge.

Key�Product�Facts

 Sodium hyaluronate bonds moisture to skin, creating the perfect  

surface for makeup application.

Octinoxate protects the skin from burning UVB rays.

Jojoba Esters, Wheat Germ glycerides and plant oils hydrate and soften skin.

 Antioxidant vitamins C and E help protect against damaging free radicals.

Lavender oil calms and soothes.

Dermatologist tested.
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 Smooth Skin  
Foundation
Who’s�it�for?

Normal and combination skin.

Why?

Provides even, smooth looking skin

How�to�Use

For�the�most�natural�look:�Apply only where needed to even tone  

and cover redness. Blend with sponge or fingertips.

�For�a�more�polished�look:�Dot foundation on forehead, cheeks,  

nose, and chin. Blend with sponge or fingertips.

For�more�complete�coverage:�Apply with Foundation Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

Sodium Hyaluronate, Cholesterol and Wheat Germ Extract provide  

all-day moisturization.

Contains seaweed extract that acts to inhibit oil production.

 Green Tea Extract and Vitamin E are antioxidants that act as  

free radical scavengers protecting skin from environmental damage.

Antioxidant Vitamin E protects skin from damaging free radicals.

Aloe Vera soothes and calms the skin.

Wheat Germ Extract moisturizes and helps create a protective layer on skin.

Sodium Hyaluronate bonds moisture to skin, creating the perfect  

surface for makeup application.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist and tested.
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Luminous 
Moisturizing  
Foundation
Who’s�it�for?

Women with normal, dry and extra dry skin.

Why?

Combines moisture and hydration with anti-aging benefits.

How�to�Use

 Dot foundation on nose, forehead, cheeks and chin and blend out toward 

hairline. For best results, use with Foundation Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

 Hexapeptide technology helps boost skin’s natural collagen.

Milk Thistle Extract helps firm skin and reduce the visible signs of aging.

 Triglycerides and Wheat Germ Glycerides are conditioning 

emollient oils.

Instantly moisturizes and keeps skin hydrated all day.

Gives skin a luminous, healthy, even-toned glow.

Buildable formula offers medium to full coverage.

Claims

Improvement in skin moisturization

41% immediately after product application

24% after eight hours of wear

Immediately after product use

31% improvement in skin radiance

After four weeks of product use

15% improvement in firmness

21% improvement in moisturization

26% improvement in skin lifting

15% improvement in skin radiance

18% reduction in fine lines and wrinkles
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Moisturizing Cream
Compact Foundation
Who’s�it�for?�

Normal and dry skins.

Why?�

Gives skin a smooth, even look as it provides all day moisturization and 

wear. 

How �to�Use

Using the enclosed sponge, apply to nose, forehead, cheeks and chin. 

Blend and smooth for an even finish. Can also be applied with the 

Foundation Brush or fingers.

Key�Product�Facts

Instantly smoothes appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, evening skin

tone and texture.

Muru Muru Butter strengthens barrier repair, holding moisture to the skin.

Vitamins C and E provide powerful antioxidant protection.

Jojoba and Avocado Oils moisturize, hydrate and soften skin.

Emollient oils prevent formula from drying and allow for easy blending.

Buildable formula provides medium to full coverage and gives skin a 

dewy, luminous look.

Clear base gives this foundation exceptional luminosity and clarity.

Dermatologist tested.

Claims

All�Day�Moisturization/Hydration

12% Improvement in skin moisturization after  

8 hours of wear.

17% Improvement in Moisturization after 8  

weeks of use.

27% Improvement in barrier repair strength  

after 4 weeks of use.

34 % Improvement in barrier repair strength  

after 8 weeks of use.

Skin�Radiance

25% Immediate improvement in skin radiance.

18% Improvement in skin radiance after 4  

hours of wear.

13% Improvement in skin radiance after 8  

hours of wear.

All�Day�Wear

91% Color retention after 4 hours of wear.

84 % Color retention after 8 hours of wear.
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 Face Powder
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

 Helps makeup wear longer, and gives skin a more polished look.

How�to�Use

 Begin by applying Pale Yellow Powder under eyes with the Powder  

Puff. (Dip Puff into powder, tap off excess, and gently pat beneath eyes.) 

Next, choose the shade of powder that most closely matches the skin tone, 

and, using the Powder Puff with a gentle pressing motion, apply all over 

(avoiding the eye area). Brush off excess with Powder Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

 A unique yellow base complements all complexions, creating the  

most healthy, natural-looking skin tone. (Even “pink” complexions will find 

the addition of a warm yellow undertone extremely flattering.)

Silky, lightweight formula never looks dry or cakey.

Cornstarch and Silica absorb oil to help prevent unwanted shine.

Smooths skin to minimize fine dry lines.

 A special polymer, polyethylene, helps “set” makeup for  

long wear and even distribution of color.

Claims

All�Day�Moisturization/Hydration

12% Improvement in skin moisturization after  

8 hours of wear.

17% Improvement in Moisturization after 8  

weeks of use.

27% Improvement in barrier repair strength  

after 4 weeks of use.

34 % Improvement in barrier repair strength  

after 8 weeks of use.

Skin�Radiance

25% Immediate improvement in skin radiance.

18% Improvement in skin radiance after 4  

hours of wear.

13% Improvement in skin radiance after 8  

hours of wear.

All�Day�Wear

91% Color retention after 4 hours of wear.

84 % Color retention after 8 hours of wear.
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Sheer Finish  
Loose Powder
�Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions, especially combination and oily.

Why?

Provides a polished makeup look.

How�to�Use

�For�a�natural�look:�Apply over foundation using the Powder Brush.

�For�a�more�polished�look:�Apply with the Powder Puff, using  

a gentle pressing motion; dust off excess with Powder Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

A unique yellow base complements all complexions, creating the most 

healthy, natural-looking skin tone. Even “pink” complexions will find the 

addition of a warm yellow undertone extremely flattering.

Vitamin E protects against damaging free radicals.

Silky, lightweight formula never looks dry or cakey.

Silica absorbs oil to help prevent unwanted shine.

Smooths skin to minimize fine dry lines.

 A special polymer helps “set” makeup for long wear and even  

distribution of color.
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Pressed Powder
Who’s�it�for?

All skin types.

Why?

Provides shine control in a convenient, portable case.

How�to�Use:

“Press” into Powder with Powder Puff and gently pat on face, especially in 

areas that tend to shine. Reapply as needed throughout the day.

Key�Product�Facts:

 A unique yellow base complements all complexions, creating the  

most healthy, natural-looking skin tone. (Even “pink” complexions will  

find the addition of a warm yellow undertone extremely flattering.)

Silky, lightweight formula never looks dry or cakey.

Cornstarch and Silica absorb oil to help prevent unwanted shine.

Smooths skin to minimize fine dry lines.

 A special polymer, polyethylene, helps “set” makeup for long  

wear and even distribution of color.
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Sheer Finish  
Pressed Powder
�Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

Provides convenient shine control anywhere, any time.

How�to�Use

  “Press” into Powder with Powder Puff and gently pat on face,  

especially in areas that tend to shine. Reapply as needed throughout  

the day to absorb excess oil.

Key�Product�Facts

 Oil-free formula contains Cornstarch and Silica to absorb excess  

surface oil.

Provides an incredibly smooth and sheer glide-on application.

Antioxidant Vitamin E helps protect against damaging free radicals.

Lightweight formula never looks dry or cakey.
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Face Touch Up Stick
Who’s�it�for?�

Anyone who wants targeted coverage for dark spots, blemishes and areas 

of redness.

Why?�

It covers problem areas easily, touches up foundation, offers natural-looking 

results, and wears all day. Face Touch Up Stick is perfectly matched to each 

Foundation shade so it blends seamlessly. 

How �to�Use

After applying the appropriate moisturizer and foundation, gently dot or 

brush (with the Touch Up Brush) directly onto blemishes, dark spots, areas 

of redness or anywhere a touch up is required. 

To set, follow with a dusting of Loose Face Powder.

Key�Product�Facts

High-coverage formula is creamy and smooth, quick-setting  

and easy to blend.

Flexible, breathable coverage applies evenly and smoothly over  

discolored and textured skin.

Licorice Extract calms, soothes and reduces redness.

Small round tip offers targeted coverage.

Formula layers well over all Bobbi Brown foundations for a seamless look.

Matched to all Bobbi Brown foundation shades.

Claims

All Day Wear (8 Hours or More)

Non-poring

Non-settling

Non-streaking

Soothing

Color-true

Dermatologist and Ophthalmologist Tested

Non-acnegenic
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Skin Foundation 
SPF 15
Who’s�it�for?�

All skins.

Why?�

Provides invisible coverage that feels weightless and looks 100% natural; it 

looks like your skin only better.

How �to�Use

After properly moisturizing the skin, dot foundation on forehead, cheeks, 

nose and chin. Blend with a clean sponge, fingertips or Foundation Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

Strikes the right balance between pigments and emollients—skin looks  

like itself, only perfected. 

Special technologies in the formula allow for moisture transfer to skin,  

so it feels hydrated and looks refreshed.

Glycerin attracts moisture to the skin, while Sodium Hyaluronate locks it in.

Low level of sheer titanium and pigments offer natural-looking coverage.  

Special film formers set the makeup after application and ensure  

all day wear.

Silky, sheer, lightweight texture feels weightless on skin.

Light reflective optics gives skin’s surface a fresh and healthy look.

Claims

SPF 15 (UVA/UVB)

Long-Term Moisturization

Long-Wearing

Immediately reduces the look of pores

Streak-prof

Natural Skin Finish

Color True

Photo Friendly

Dermatologist Tested

Ophthalmologist Tested

Non acnegenic



All About Color

“ Natural makeup doesn’t mean har—it means colors that are right for a  

woman’s skin.”  –Bobbi Brown

 Bobbi Brown gives a woman all the options she needs to become her own makeup art-

ist. Mistake-proof formulas and sophisticated shades that work for all skin tones are easy 

to wear, and look beautiful on every woman. Bobbi’s application method is simple and 

straightforward, requiring just five minutes or less to achieve a pretty, polished face.

 Specifically designed to enhance a woman’s own natural beauty—not to create a cook-

ie-cutter look for the masses—Bobbi’s makeup is clean, fresh and modern, yet classic 

enough to withstand the passing trends. And just as important: it’s flexible enough to suit 

a woman’s personal style or need, according to the occasion. 

All�Bobbi�Brown�makeup�shades�are:

Part of an extensive range of universal shades for all skin tones.

Clean, modern, wearable—and designed to always work for all women.

 Buildable in tone—from sheer to deep—depending on your client’s needs  

and preferences.
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Natural Brow Shaper/ 
Hair Touch-Up
Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants well-shaped, well-groomed brows.

Why?

Defines, controls, and shapes brows quickly and easily.

How�to�Use

 Lightly brush through brows to add color, fill in, and set. The same tech-

nique can be used to touch-up roots of hair between salon visits.

Key�Product�Facts

 Innovative cream/gel formula provides natural-looking definition, and is 

perfect for all skin types.

Brush is designed to deliver a precise, no-mess application.

Powder dry-down allows for a soft, natural — never stiff — look.

 For a quick, temporary touch-up, brush can be run through roots  of hair.

Dermatologist tested.
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Eye Shadow
Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants to play up her eyes.

Why?

 Bobbi believes in using shades that make a woman’s own eye color 

“pop,” rather than shadows that make a statement.

How�to�Use

Apply to lid with appropriate shadow brush. For more specifics, refer to 

the Tips and Techniques section.

Key�Product�Facts

Sophisticated palette of subtle-to-striking, wearable shades.

Silky, matte formula glides on easily for a professional application  

every time.

 Densely-pigmented formula keeps its color, can be layered for greater 

shade intensity.

 A special polymer distributes color evenly and helps “set” it  on lids.

Ophthalmologist tested.
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Shimmer Wash  
Eye Shadow
�Who’s�it�for?

Women who prefer an eye shadow with a hint of shimmer.

Why?

Gives eyes a soft, subtle glow without overpowering.

How�to�Use

 Apply to lid with appropriate shadow brush. For more specifics,  

refer to the Tips and Techniques section.

Key�Product�Facts

 Subtle enough for daytime wear, versatile enough for dramatic  

evening looks. 

Powder’s silky texture allows for glide-on application.

Blendable formula delivers a smooth, even, flawless finish.

Formulated for all skin types, even very oily.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.
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Metallic Eye Shadow
Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants a fun, high shimmer shadow.

Why?

High shimmer-formula has a soft creamy texture—and doesn’t crease.

How�to�Use:

Apply to lid with appropriate shadow brush. For more specifics, refer to the 

tips and techniques section.

Key�Product�Facts:

Pearls are flat (plate-like), not round, which allows the shadow to stay in 

place longer and helps prevent creasing.

Each ingredient is specially chosen to increase the reflectivity, shine and 

luminosity that this formula provides.

Provides unique, creamy, super shimmer and a luxurious feel.

Ophthalmologist tested.

Dermatologist tested.

Claims:

89% color retention and crease free after 4 hours.

81% color retention and crease free after 8 hours.
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 Long-Wear  
Cream Shadow
Who’s�it�for?

Women who want a long-wearing, water-resistant eye shadow.

Why?

New polymer technology provides superior adhesion to eyelids.

How�to�Use

 Use as an all over lid shade, as a lower lid shade or as a highlighter 

(depending on the shade). Best applied over bare lids using the  

Cream Shadow Brush or fingertips. Remove with Instant Long-Wear 

Makeup Remover.

Key�Product�Facts

 Formulated with a special breathable polymer which provides  

excellent adhesion to eyelids. 

 Creamy formula is easy to apply, dries down to a flexible veil that keeps 

pigments in place so color stays true.

Long-wearing, water-resistant, non-streaking, color stays true.

Color blends to a smooth, even finish.

Ideal for use on oily eyelids.

Ophthalmologist tested.

Safe for contact lens wearers.

Fragrance free.
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Metallic Long-Wear 
Cream Shadow
Who’s�it�for?

For customers looking for a dramatic eye effect.

Why?

This easy blending, buildable formula contains a unique blend of glitter and 

pearls for a truly spectacular effect.  It applies quickly with fingers or a brush 

and maintains its true color without creasing and provides eyes with a soft, 

twinkling finish.

How�to�Use

Different levels of intensity can be achieved depending on application tool.

For more dramatic look use finger application, otherwise use Cream Eye 

Shadow Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

Contains the perfect ratio of unique glittering pigments & shimmering pearls 

in a crystal clear base that adheres to skin as a thin, transparent film.  

Crystal clear base allows the color to stay true from the moment it’s applied 

until removed.

The chosen blend of large particle pearls, pigments & glitter and the absence of 

matte, dulling agents help enhance the glitter effect by minimizing background.  

Creamy formula applies easily, and then dries down to a gentle, flexible film; 

this film keeps pigments in place, so color is long-wearing and crease-resistant. 

A combination of pigments and pearl in the formula helps this shadow spread 

uniformly on eyelids upon application.  Color blends to a smooth, even finish.

Claims

Sparkling Finish

All Day Wear

Crease-proof

Streak-proof

Color Stays True

Water resistant

Safe for contact lens wearers

Dermatologist tested

Ophthalmologist tested
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Creamy Eye Pencil
Who’s�it�for?

Women who prefer the convenience of a pencil to line their eyes.

Why?

Makes eyes stand out with a mistake-proof, glide-on formula.

How�to�Use

 Apply as close to the lashline as possible, and line the entire length of the 

lid. Use short strokes for the most natural effect.  

Key�Product�Facts

 Creamy-smooth formula goes on easily without “dragging” or pulling. 

Produces a clean, precise line.

Built-in smudger on opposite end softens liner for a smoky effect.

Stays put for hours.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.
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Long-Wear  
Gel Eyeliner
Who’s�it�for?

 Any woman who wants the precise, defined look of liquid liner  

without the fuss.

Why?

 Delivers a dramatic line that’s easy to apply, long wearing,  

and won’t smudge or fade.

How�to�Use

 Dip tip of Ultra Fine Eyeliner Brush into gel formula. (Be sure to coat both 

sides of brush head.) Wipe off any excess on tissue before applying to eye. 

(Work quickly as product becomes transfer-resistant once dry.)   

 Note: This product should be removed with Waterproof Eye  

Makeup Remover.

Key�Product�Facts

Highly-pigmented gel provides the precise look of liquid liner.

Formula is long-wearing and water-resistant; delivers a quick dry-down.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.

Fragrance free.
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Everything Mascara
Who’s�it�for?

Women who wants full, natural-looking lashes.

Why?

 All-in-one formula enhances lashes in one sweep.

How�to�Use

 Apply two to three coats of mascara, letting dry between each application. 

 Tip: On top lashes, always brush the underside, from base to tip.  

On bottom lashes, brush only the topside.

Key�Product�Facts

 Rich formula brushes on smoothly and resists smearing, clumping  

or smudging for long wear.

  Specially-designed wand is thicker and fatter than other wands to lengthen, 

define, and separate lashes to maximize fullness.

Gentle conditioners make it safe even for contact lens wearers.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.
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 Lash Glamour  
Lengthening Mascara
�Who’s�it�for?

The woman who wants dramatic-looking lashes.

Why?

Super-lengthens, defines, and curls lashes quickly and easily.

How�to�Use

 Apply two to three coats of mascara, letting dry between  

each application. 

Key�Product�Facts

Innovative formula super-lengthens, defines, and curls.

Unique wand contributes to a dramatic effect on lashes.

Waterproof formula is long-wearing.
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No Smudge Mascara 
Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants a waterproof, long wearing,  

smudge resistant mascara.

Why?

Defines lashes and resists smudging.

How�to�Use

Brush through lashes, starting at base of lashline working up length of 

lashes. Let dry. Apply a second coat if desired. Remove with waterproof 

eye makeup remover.

Key�Product�Facts

Provides buildable volume, lengthens, and curls lashes.

 A special polymer provides excellent adhesion to lashes and truly long wear.

 Waterproof, long-wearing, flake-proof, smudge-proof and non-clumping. 

 Patented brush combines a balance of soft fibers for even, full application 

with stiff fibers that make it easy to comb mascara through lashes.

Ophthalmologist tested.

Safe for contact lens wearers.

Fragrance free.
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Perfectly Defined 
Mascara
Who’s�it�for?

All Skins.

Why?

This mascara has the perfect balance of peak performance with superior 

wear and easy removal. It makes the most of every lash by lengthening, 

defining and curling while being long-wearing, smudge-proof and flake-

proof.  There is no need for a makeup remover as mascara washes off  

easily with warm water.  

How�to�Use

Start as close to the base of the lash line as possible. Draw the brush up 

and through the lashes in a zig zag motion, working out to lash tips. Apply 

two coats for everyday wear and three to four coats for special occasions.  

Key�Product�Facts

 Formulated with a combination of waxes and flexible film formers that 

provide excellent adhesion to the lashes for 24 hour wear. 

The flexible coating keeps lashes soft and helps prevent flaking and 

smudging even in the most humid environments.

Non-conventional mascara brush has two special combs for dramatic 

lifting and curling, precise separation and volume. The longer bristles lift, 

curl, separate and lengthen and the short bristles intensify lash volume.

The quick drying formula sets lashes immediately after application and 

stays in place all day. 

Washable water-proof formula stands up to sweat, rain, and tears, but 

removes easily with lukewarm water.

Claims

24 hour wear

Sweat and humidity resistant

Washable waterproof

Smudge-proof

Flake-resistant

Perfectly defined, non-clumping

Curling, Lifting, Lengthening and volume

Safe for contact lens wearers

Fragrance free

Dermatologist and Ophthalmologist tested

30% improvement in lash length immediately 

after use

30% improvement in lash curl—an increase of 

15% immediately after use  

Long wear formula stays in place all day for 

perfect definition (8 hours or more) 
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Extreme Party 
Mascara
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who wants extreme, buildable volume for their lashes.

Why?

Provides dramatic lash effect with extreme build, endless volume and 

exceptional separation to lashes.

How�to�Use

Start as close to the base of the lash line as possible. Draw the brush up 

and through the lashes in a zig zag motion, working out to lash tips.  Apply 

two coats for everyday wear and three to four coats for special occasions. 

Key�Product�Facts

Unique reactivation technology allows the formula to remain flexible as 

you build so each coat stays as clean as the first, whether you build now or 

build later.

Each coat bonds to the last, so lashes stay separated as volume builds with 

no clumping.

Lightweight formula that combines thickening polymers with lightweight 

natural waxes for an ultra stretch lash effect, enhancing lashes curves. 

Vinyl polymers act as a pliable setting agent keeping lashes flexible and 

separated, allowing for exceptional combing and building—preventing flak-

ing and smudging.  

Contains Panthenol to strengthen and condition lashes and Vitamin C and 

E to nourish lashes.

Brush

This unique dual fiber brush utilizes hollow and stiff fibers to provide 

exceptional comb through and separation.

Less dense brush allows lashes to go deeper into the brush grabbing more 

product for a full lash look.

Claims

Reactivation Technology

Endless Volume

Extreme Build

Exceptional Separation

Dramatic Length

Exceptionally Clump-Proof

Flake-Proof

Smudge-Proof

Fragrance Free

Dermatologist/Ophthalmologist Tested

Safe for Contact Lens Wearers
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Blush
�Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants a healthy, natural-looking flush of color.

�Why?

 Bobbi believes that nothing makes a woman look prettier than  

a “pop” of blush.

How�to�Use

 After applying Face Powder (when needed), pick up cheek color  

with the Blush Brush; tap to remove excess. Ask your client to smile, and 

apply blush to the “apples” of her cheeks, blending outward and down-

ward. Lightly sweep remaining color over forehead, nose, and chin for a 

balanced, natural look.

Key�Product�Facts

Silky formula glides on smoothly, evenly.

Matte finish offers long-lasting wear.

Dermatologist tested.

Fragrance free.
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Shimmer Blush
�Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who wants a natural-looking flush of color with a hint of shimmer.

�Why?

Bobbi believes nothing makes a woman look prettier than blush,  

especially when it has a touch of shimmer.

How�to�Use

Pick up cheek color with the Blush Brush; tap to remove excess.  

Ask your client to smile and apply blush to the “apples” of her cheeks, 

blending outward and downward.  

Key�Product�Facts

Silky formula glides on smoothly, evenly.

Formulated with pearl pigments for extra luminosity.

Dermatologist tested.
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Sheer Cheek Tint
Who’s�it�for?

All skins.

Why?

Gives cheeks a sheer tint of natural-looking color. Translucent, lightweight 

formula glides on and blends evenly onto skin.

How�to�Use

Apply Sheer Color Cheek Tint on the apple of the cheek, then blend back 

towards the top of the ear and down towards the jaw line. Use your fingers 

to gently warm and press tint into the skin until color is even.

Tip: Don’t powder cheeks before applying Sheer Color Cheek Tint as this 

will create  an uneven finish.

Key�Product�Facts

Emollient formula is easy to control and offers buildable color. 

Product blends easily and evenly thanks to a low pigment level, suspended 

in an emollient base.

A combination of Petrolatum, Candelilla Wax and Beeswax form a  

protective barrier that holds moisture to the skin.

Caprylic/Capric Triglycercide, a natural oil, gives this product a  

comfortable, non-drying feel.

Claims

Sheer Natural Color

Blends and Spreads evenly and easily

Comfortable wear/Non Drying

Dermatologist tested
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Cream Blush Stick
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions, except oily.

Why?

 To give cheeks a boost with a “pop” of creamy color.

How�to�Use

 Apply over foundation or to clean skin. Use sparingly at first;  

add more if needed. Ask your client to smile, and dot blush lightly on the 

“apples” of her cheeks, blending outward and downward  

with fingertips or sponge.

 For an extra glow, use fingertips or sponge to lightly blend whatever color is 

left on forehead, nose, and chin. Set with Face Powder, if needed.

Key�Product�Facts

 Bobbi’s signature “stick” formulation delivers color that goes  

on smoothly and evenly.

Creamy, greaseless formula is rich in conditioners and emollients.

Light-diffusing properties soften the look of fine lines.

 Antioxidant Vitamin E helps to protect against environmental damage.

Creamy colors with a dewy finish give cheeks a fresh, healthy,  

natural-looking glow.

Dermatologist tested.

Fragrance free.
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Pot Rouge
Who’s�it�for?

Women who want a dual use product.

Why?�

Sheer, blendable color for cheeks and lips.

How�to�Use

 Press onto apples of cheek, blending out and down toward hairline.  

Can be applied with fingertips, Foundation Brush or sponge.

Press onto lips instead of lipstick. Apply with fingertips or Lip Brush.  

Can be worn alone or with lip liner and lip gloss.

Key�Product�Facts

 Blend of waxes and emollients help product adhere to cheeks  

and lips, keep product in place and make it blendable. 

 Blends easily and gives cheeks a sheer stain (more transparent  

than Cream Blush Stick).  

 Use on lips for medium coverage.

Bobbi was inspired by watching her grandmother apply her lipstick  

to her lips, and then to her cheeks.
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Bronzing Powder
Who’s�it�for?

All skin types.

Why?

 Creates a natural, bronzed look.

How�to�Use

 Use Bronzing Brush to sweep color on areas the sun naturally touches—

“apples” of cheek, forehead, nose, and chin. Then sweep downward on sides  

of face to blend color.

Apply to neck to “balance” color between face, body, when needed.

Key�Product�Facts

 Formulated with the perfect balance of red and brown tones (the colors  

that exist in a true tan) for the most natural effect.

 Natural-looking shades blend perfectly with all skin tones for  

a “sun-kissed” glow.

Buildable formula allows for a “deep tan” look.

Mica-free powder is lightweight and applies smoothly and evenly.

 A special polymer helps bond powder to skin, and results in a more  

even distribution of color. 

Dermatologist tested.

Fragrance free.
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Shimmer Brick 
Compact
Who’s�it�for?

 Women who want to achieve a beautiful, all-over shimmering glow.

�Why?

 Flattering to all skin tones, this powder formula delivers the perfect 

amount of shimmer to the eyes or face.

How�to�Use

 On�Face:�Apply with the Face Blender Brush where light naturally hits 

face—upper cheekbone, under browbone. 

 On�Eyes: Apply individual shades with the Eye Shadow Brush, blend well.

Key�Product�Facts

Contains the perfect range of shades to create a natural-looking  

glow for any color skin.

Reflects radiance and light on the face.

Can be used individually as an eye shadow or all together for a face shimmer.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.
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Illuminating  
Bronzing Powder
Who’s�it�for?

All skins.

Why?

 This ultra soft and smooth pressed powder is formulated with a perfect blend 

of sheer powders and micro pearls to give skin a seamless natural glow and 

luminous sheen that lasts.

How�to�Use

Apply Illuminating Bronzer where the sun would natural hit the face—forehead, 

cheeks, nose and chin. For best application, apply with the Bronzer Blush.

Key�Product�Facts

Micro pearl particles are perfectly blended into sheer powder for an effect 

that is seamless, sheer and naturally radiant.

A combination of sheer and soft powders and a very low level of titanium 

offer color without coverage—never muddy or chalky.

Sheer Mica powder and flat pearls reflect light and give skin a luminous glow.

Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, natural oil, helps give a sheer look  

and natural finish.

Claims:

Soft and seamless sheen

Naturally radiant glow

Sheer, Smooth powder

Dermatologist tested
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Sunless Tanning Gel  
for Face and Body
�Who’s�it�for?

 Any woman who wants a natural-looking tan, without exposure 

to the sun’s damaging rays.

Why?

Gives skin a healthy, natural-looking glow without streaking.

�How�to�Use

 Place a small amount onto clean fingertips, and apply evenly over face 

(avoiding the eye area), neck and/or body. Color will begin to develop 

within one hour, and may be reapplied daily to “deepen” tan. Allow 15 

minutes of dry-down time before applying makeup or clothing. If apply-

ing gel in the evening, allow 30 minutes before going to bed, to avoid any 

color transfer to sheets.

 Wash hands thoroughly after applying to prevent tanned fingertips.

Key�Product�Facts

Buildable formula means it’s easy to achieve a desired shade or intensity.

 The oil-free, gel base provides effective coverage without streaking.

DHA — Dihydroxyacetone—combines with proteins on the skin  

to create a beautiful “tan.”

Color begins to develop 30-60 minutes after application.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.

Non acnegenic.
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All Over Bronzing Gel 
SPF 15
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

Gives skin a healthy, all over glow.

How�to�Use

 Apply directly to clean, bare skin either all over the face or where  

the sun hits naturally. Blend well. Keep out of eye area, and wash hands 

immediately after use.  

Key�Product�Facts

Great for men and women.

 Physical sunscreens—Octyl Methoxycinnamete, Octyl Salicylate  

and Avobenzone shields against sunburn producing UVB rays.

Great for sport use.
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Lip Color
Who’s�it�for?

Women who want a creamy, matte lip color.

Why?

 Provides moist, long-lasting coverage in a range of brown-based shades 

that mimic natural lip tones.

How�to�Use

 Apply straight from the tube or with the Lip Brush on clean, bare lips, 

or over Lip Balm. Follow the natural line of the mouth, and evenly cover 

upper and lower lip. If desired, blot with tissue.

Key�Product�Facts

 Non-drying, matte formula provides rich, full-color coverage, and  

comfortable, long-lasting wear.

Antioxidant Vitamins C and E help protect against damaging free radicals.

Dermatologist tested.
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Creamy Lip Color
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who wants a luxurious, creamy lip formula that leaves lips  

with a soft shine.

Why?

Unique formula provides long-term moisturization.

How�to�Use:

 Apply directly from tube.

Key�Product�Facts:

Shea Butter and Cupuacu Butter (Brazilian Plant) form a conditioning 

barrier to hold moisture to the lips.

Maxilip, a peptide, works to moisturize and boost collagen production, 

smoothing and reducing fine lines and wrinkles. 

 Lauryl PCA—an Amino Acid and part of a peptide—is a natural  

moisturizing factor and skin friendly ingredient that also works to  

moisturize and boost collagen, firming the skin.

Formulated with Vitamin E to provide strong anti-oxidant protection 

from environmental damage.

Clear base gives colors exceptional luminosity and clarity.

Dermatologist tested.

Claims:

Improved moisturization by 27% after 6 weeks of use.

Reduced lip lines by 28% after 6 weeks of use.
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SPF 15 Lip Shine
Who’s�it�for?

 Women who want sheer, high-shine lip color with the added  

benefit of sun protection.

Why?

Daily exposure to the sun can dry and chap lips.

How�to�Use

 Apply straight from the tube or with the Lip Brush on clean, bare lips,  

or over Lip Balm, or another Bobbi Brown lipstick. Follow the natural  

line of the mouth, and evenly cover upper and lower lip. If desired, blot 

with tissue.

Key�Product�Facts

Creamy, high-shine formula helps soothe dry, chapped lips  

with natural moisturizing ingredients.

Antioxidant Vitamins C and E help protect against damaging free radicals.

Octinoxate guards against the sun’s burning UVB rays.

Essence of peppermint oil offers a refreshing scent.

Dermatologist tested.
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Metallic Lip Color
Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants a creamy lipstick with shimmer and dimension.

� �
Why?

Features a unique combination of high-shine emollients and  

light-reflective pearls.

How�to�Use

Apply straight from the tube or with the Lip Brush on clean, bare lips, or 

over Lip Balm. 

Key�Product�Facts

Versatile, formula can be worn alone for a subtle, shimmery sheen or lay-

ered over another Bobbi Brown lipstick for greater intensity and sparkle.

 

Soft, creamy formula glides effortlessly onto lips and offers medium coverage. 

Colored pearls in different sizes blend together to provide an intense 

amount of light and reflectivity.

Formulated with new pearls that provide high shimmer and comfort lips. 

High shine emollients provide immediate and long term moisturizing as 

well as lip softening benefits.

 A perfectly balanced blend of waxes and emollients give great wear, a soft, 

smooth texture, comfortable wear and stick structure without the dulling 

effects of high wax formulas lip shimmer formulas. 

Shimmer finish instantly adds glamour to any evening look.

Fragrance free.

Dermatologist tested.
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Rich Color Gloss
Who’s�it�for?

All Skins.

� �
Why?

This formula has the smooth luxurious texture, the clear color of a lipstick, 

the soft shine of a lip gloss and the moisturizing benefits and feel of a lip 

balm.  It provides comfortable wear that lasts for hours and is feather resis-

tant. The full coverage of this formula does not interfere with the rich, pure 

color of each shade—shades are never pasty and dull.

How�to�Use

Brush on clean, bare lips, or layer over a Bobbi Brown lipstick.

Key�Product�Facts

A special suspension system enables this gloss based, fluid formula to hold 

a high level of pigments—allowing for the unique combination of shine and 

coverage.

The clear, translucent base of this gloss with low levels of titanium allow for 

color intensity with true color coverage.

Contains a high level of lip conditioning ingredients, including Vitamin E.  

Formula improves lip moisturization by forming a protective barrier, locking 

in moisture and preventing dryness.   

The perfect balance of pigments and emollients in this formula gives beauti-

ful wear and a comfortable feel.

Claims:

Full Coverage

Lasts for Hours

Feather Resistant

Glossy Finish

Moisturization and Conditioning/ 

Improves Lip Moisturization

Smooth, Creamy, Non-tacky feel

Dermatologist Tested 
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Lip Sheer
Who’s�it�for?�

 Women who want the look of a sheer lip tint with the comfortable 

feel of a lipstick.

Why?

Provides a modern sheer alternative to lip color.

How�to�Use

 Apply straight from the tube or with the Lip Brush on clean,  

bare lips, or over Lip Balm, or another Bobbi Brown lipstick. Follow  

the natural line of the mouth, and evenly cover upper and lower lip.  

If desired, blot with tissue. Pair with a lip liner or layer with a lip gloss.

Key�Product�Facts

Delivers the sheerest, most natural-looking stain of color.

 Antioxidant Vitamins C and E help protect against damaging free radicals.

Hydrating formula moisturizes, smoothes and softens lips.

Ideal for a very natural look, or first-time lipstick wearers.

Dermatologist tested.
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Lip Shimmer
Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants lip color with a hint of shimmer.

Why?

 Provides women with a modern, sexy, yet natural-looking way  

to wear shimmer for day or evening.

How�to�Use

 Apply straight from the tube or with the Lip Brush on clean, bare lips, 

or over Lip Balm, or another Bobbi Brown lipstick. Follow the natural 

line of the mouth, and evenly cover upper and lower lip. If desired, blot 

with tissue.

Key�Product�Facts

 Versatile, sheer formula can be worn alone for a subtle, shimmery  

sheen or layered over another Bobbi Brown lipstick for greater  

 intensity and sparkle.

Antioxidant Vitamins C and E help protect against damaging free radicals.

 Long-wearing, shimmer finish instantly adds glamour to an evening look.

Dermatologist tested.
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Lip Gloss
Who’s�it�for?

 Any woman who likes the shiny, youthful look of a lip gloss.

Why?

Gives lips a sexy sheen, a fuller, more sensuous look. 

How�to�Use

Brush on clean, bare lips, or layer over a Bobbi Brown lipstick. 

Key�Product�Facts

Jojoba and Avocado Oils provide immediate hydration.

Aloe Extract soothes lips, helps keep them comfortable-feeling.

Can be worn alone to highlight lips’ natural tone, or over lip color  

for high shine.

A touch of pigment gives the mouth depth and definition. 

Antioxidant Vitamins C and E help protect against damaging free radicals.

Vitamin A minimizes the appearance of fine dry lines.

Vanilla provides an inviting scent.

Dermatologist tested.
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Brightening Lip Gloss
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who likes the look of lip gloss with an extra touch of 

brightening shimmer.

Why?

Gives lips a luminous glowing sheen with a hint of color.

How�to�Use:

 Brush on clean, bare lips or layer over lipstick and/or lipliner.

Key�Product�Facts:

Brightening pearls gives lips a luminous, glowing sheen with  

a hint of color.

Jojoba and Avocado oils provide immediate hydration.

Aloe Extract soothes lips and helps keep them comfortable-feeling.

Vitamin A minimizes the appearance of fine dry lines.

Antioxidant Vitamins C and E help protect against damaging  

free radicals.

Scented with vanilla.

Dermatologist tested.
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Shimmer Lip Gloss
Who’s�it�for?

 Any woman who likes the look of lip gloss with an extra touch of shimmer.

�Why?

Delivers a shimmery alternative to lip gloss.

How�to�Use

Brush on clean, bare lips, or layer over a Bobbi Brown lipstick.

Key�Product�Facts

Aloe Vera soothes lips, helps keep them comfortable-feeling.

Brilliant gloss with a touch of shimmer creates a sensuous look.

Jojoba and Avocado Oils provide immediate hydration.

Antioxidant Vitamins C and E help protect against damaging free radicals.

Vitamin A minimizes the look of fine dry lines.

Vanilla provides an inviting scent.

Dermatologist tested.
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Tinted Lip Balm
Who’s�it�for?�

 Any woman who wants soft, smooth lips with a hint of color.

Why?�

Provides a sheer tint of color to lips.

How�to�Use:

Apply directly to lips.

Key�Product�Facts:

Petrolatum, Castor Oil and Waxes comfort and moisturize lips.

Beeswax and Candelilla Wax help provide longer wear.

Vitamins C and E provide antioxidant protection.

Color stays true.

Claims:

Moisturizing and Conditioning:

19% Improvement in lip moisturization after 2 weeks use.

30% Improvement in lip moisturization after 4 weeks use.

Color Retention:

87% Color Retention after 2 hours of wear.

73% Color Retention after 4 hours of wear.

62% Color Retention after 6 hours of wear.

53% Color Retention after 8 hours of wear.
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Lip Liner
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who wants a more defined look for her lips.

Why?

Gives lips more polished look and helps lipstick and gloss last longer.

How�to�Use:

 Bobbi’s�trademark�technique:�Apply Lip Liner after lip color,  

following the natural outline of the lips. Use soft feathery strokes to avoid 

drawing a harsh line.

 Tip: To make lip color last longer, outline and fill in the entire lip area with 

pencil, then apply lipstick or gloss on top. Finish with a soft application of 

liner at the end.

Key�Product�Facts:
 
Lip Liner is available in the same shades as the Lip Colors in the Lip

System. Additional shades are available that work with other lipstick shades 

not in the Lip System.

Soft, creamy formula goes on smoothly and evenly.  

Formula is non-drying, long-lasting (thanks to special polymers) and  

“Anti-Feathering” (helps keep lip color from bleeding into lines around lips.

Dermatologist tested.

Fragrance free.
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Lip Crayon
Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants a product with the look of a lipstick and the 

ease of a crayon-inspired pencil.

Why?

Conditions lips, provides moisture and full coverage in an, easy to  

apply pencil.

How�to�Use:

 Follow the natural outline of the lips, then fill in entire lip area.

Keep tip sharp with accompanying Lip Crayon sharpener.

Key�Product�Facts:

Super creamy, comfortable (non-drying) and long-wearing with full 

color projection.     

 

Castor Seed Oil, Glycerides, and Shea Butter provide moisture.

Formulated with Vitamins C and E to provide strong anti-oxidant protection.

Maxilip, a peptide, works to moisturize and boost collagen production, 

smoothing and reducing fine lines and wrinkles. 

Feather resistant.

Dermatologist tested.

Claims:

Moisturizes�and�Conditions:

Improved lip moisturization by an average of 

15% after 4 weeks use.

Long�Wear:

Retained an average of 84% of color after 8 

hours of wear.

Soothing�Fine�Lines,�Wrinkles�and�Feather�

Resistant:

Reduced lip lines by an average of 19% after  

4 weeks of use.

93% wear after 4 hours wear  

(minimal feathering).

89% wear after 6 hours wear (mild feathering).

84% wear after 8 hours wear (mild feathering).
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Lip Tint SPF 15
Who’s�it�for?

 Anyone who wants to protect her lips and keep them in prime  

condition, while enhancing them with a hint of tint.

How�to�Use

Apply to lips directly from the tube, or with the Lip Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

Super-protective formula with Octyl Methoxycinnamate shields against 

the sun’s damaging UVB rays.

 Portable tube packs easily into pocket or beach bag.

 A hint of mint provides a refreshing scent.
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Shimmer Lip Tint  
SPF 15
Who’s�it�for?

 Anyone who wants to protect her lips and keep them  

in prime condition, while enhancing them with a hint of tint.

How�to�Use

Apply to lips directly from the tube, or with the Lip Brush.

Key�Product�Facts

Super-protective formula with Octyl Methoxycinnamate shields  

against the sun’s damaging UVB rays.

 Portable tube packs easily into pocket or beach bag.

 A hint of mint provides a refreshing scent.
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Nail Polish
Who’s�it�for?

 Any woman who desires a classic range of shades and long lasting color.

Why?

 Delivers a streamlined collection of sheer and opaque nail colors.

How�to�Use:

Apply by stroking color down the center of the nail once, followed  

by one stroke on either side. 

 For additional color and coverage, apply a second coat of the same color— 

or a different shade—following the same application method. 

Key�Product�Facts:

Versatile formula can be layered for more complete coverage, greater depth 

of color.

Shade range was specifically created to complement all skin tones.
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Glitter Lip Gloss 
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who likes the look of lip gloss with an extra touch of glitter.

Why?

Gives lips a glowing sheen with a hint of glitter.

How�to�use:

Brush on clean, bare lips or layer over lipstick.

Key�Product�Facts:

A mix of pearls and glitter give lips a luminous, glowing sheen with a 

hint of color.

Jojoba and Avocado Oils provide immediate hydration.

Aloe Extract soothes lips and helps keep them comfortable-feeling.

Can be worn alone to highlight lips’ natural tone, or over lip color 

for high shine.

A touch of pigment gives the mouth depth and definition. 

Antioxidant Vitamins C and E help protect against damaging  

free radicals.

Vitamin A minimizes the appearance of fine dry lines.

Scented with Vanilla.

Dermatologist tested.



Brushes/Accessories
“The proper tools are as important as the makeup itself.”   –Bobbi Brown

 Bobbi Brown created her collection of professional Makeup Brushes, Sponges, and 

Powder Puffs to give every woman—not just Makeup Artists—access to high-quality 

tools. She believes the right applicator makes all the difference between a poorly-

made-up face and one that’s smooth, flawless, and natural-looking. The proper 

brushes will not only make application much easier and faster, they will also enable 

your client to have greater control of her makeup, and to obtain longer-lasting and 

more natural-looking results.

 It’s important to remember that, whenever applying or demonstrating any Bobbi Brown 

makeup product, you always use the appropriate brush for each application step, and, 

just as imperative, educate your client on its proper usage and care.

 Bobbi also offers an accessories line consisting of chic black makeup bags and  

cases—all designed to help simplify and organize a woman’s life, as much as the 

makeup she carries around. 

All�Bobbi�Brown�makeup�brushes�are:

Designed with a specific hair density, shape, and cut to pick up and deposit product for 

precision application. The proper brush ensures it’s virtually mistake-proof.

Weighted to balance the bristles for perfect control.

Available in Professional Length, as well as Short and Mini-sizes for portability. 

Handmade—with elegant birch handles and hand-cut brush hairs.
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 Not Tested on Animals—The Estée Lauder Companies utilizes state-of-the-art test-

ing methods to insure the safety and efficacy of our products. All of our ingredients 

and formulations are tested in vitro and on human volunteers. We do not test our 

products on animals, nor do we ask others to conduct animal testing on our behalf. 

The Estée Lauder Companies has no intention of testing on animals in the future.
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Cream Blending Brush
The�Brush:

Designed specifically to be used with Tinted Eye Brightener. The  

synthetic hairs of this brush allow for the precise amount of product 

pick-up and mistake-proof application. 

How�to�Use:

Dip brush into Tinted Eye Brightener, then apply a small amount of 

product under the eye area. Use long, sweeping motions close to the 

lashline and inner corner of eye. Gently pat with finger to blend  

product into skin. 
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Powder Brush
The�Brush

Made of super soft goat hair and a slightly pointed tip make easy to reach 

contouring of the face to deliver a light even dusting of powder.

How�to�Use

 Dip brush into Face Powder and lightly tap to remove excess. 

Use a dusting motion to deposit powder all over face. 

Finish by brushing with downward strokes to remove excess. 

�Tip: It may also be used to remove any excess powder  

that’s applied with the Powder Puff. 

Blush Brush
The�Brush

Made of super soft goat hair, the Blush Brush features a more rounded and 

tapered brush head and luxuriously soft bristles. Color applies smoothly and 

evenly without streaks or splotches.  

How�to�Use

Sweep Blush Brush over color and lightly tap off excess. Apply to “apple” of 

cheek, blending outward and downward for the most natural effect.
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Face Blender Brush
The�Brush

Made of super soft goat hair, this brush has been updated with softer 

bristles and a denser brush head. Brush expertly deposits color where you 

need it for smooth and even application.

How�to�Use

Pick up chosen product (Shimmer Brick Compact, Bronzer, Powder, Blush) 

and lightly tap to remove excess. Use a dusting motion to blend over skin.

Face Brush
The�Brush

This new short-handled brush with a fluffy head of Goat Hair 

can be used for touch-ups throughout the day.

How�to�Use

 Dip brush into chosen product (Bronzing Powder, Blush, Powder)  

and lightly tap to remove excess. Use a dusting motion to deposit powder 

where desired. 

�Tip: It may also be used to remove any excess powder that  

has been applied.  
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Foundation Brush
The�Brush

 The synthetic bristles of this brush can be used with all our foundation 

formulas—from cream to liquid. Applies just the right amount  

of foundation smoothly and evenly.  

How�to�Use

 With stick and cream formulas, pick up an ample amount of foundation 

with flat edge of brush and apply to face. Start around the nose and 

mouth and blend out to the rest of the face as needed.  

 With liquid formulas, dot foundation on face with fingers, then use the 

brush to blend.

Touch Up Brush
The�Brush�

 The small, firm bristles of this Goat Hair brush are perfectly shaped for 

spot touch-ups and getting to hard-to-reach areas around  

the nose and mouth. Brush can also be used to touch-up concealer and 

apply eye shadow.

How�to�Use

 Pick up a moderate amount of foundation with the flat edge  

of the brush and gently apply where needed. Pat with fingertips  

to blend. Can also be used to apply concealer under eye area,  

or eye shadow on the lid.
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Bronzer Brush
The�Brush

Made of super soft goat hair, our Bronzer Brush features luxuriously soft 

bristles and a more rounded brush head to provide smoother, more even 

application of bronzer.

How�to�Use

 Sweep Bronzer Brush over bronzer and lightly tap off excess. Dust over 

“apples” of cheeks, forehead, nose, and chin, and then blend color by 

lightly brushing downwards.

Eye Shader Brush
The�Brush

 This wide, flat brush made of Pony hair is specially designed  

to sweep eye shadow over the entire eye area, from lid to brow.

How�to�Use

Pick up light-toned eye shadow “base” with brush and gently tap 

off excess. Sweep color over entire lid up to brow.
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Eye Definer Brush
The�Brush

 Made of Pony / synthetic blend hairs, this brush was designed  

to strengthen thin brows and work as an alternative Eye Liner Brush  

to create a slim, precise line.

How�to�Use

 For�brows: Pick up a small amount of the appropriate Eye Shadow color  

and tap off excess. Beginning at brow’s inner corner, use light, feathery  

strokes and follow the natural arch to shape and define. Brush through  

brows with an upward, outward motion to blend and soften.

�For�eye�liner: Pick up Eye Shadow with angled tip and tap off excess.  

Stroke color along upper lashline, from inner to outer corner. 

Eye Shadow Brush
The�Brush

 Small, condensed Pony brush hairs expertly apply shadow from lashline to 

crease. Rounded, beveled edges allow smooth application without harsh lines.

How�to�Use

 Pick up eye shadow with brush and gently tap off excess. Sweep over 

lower lid, or from lashline to crease.
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Eye Liner Brush
The�Brush

 Thin, flat, firm synthetic bristles ensure precise application of shadow 

along the lashline. Can be used damp or dry for different effects.

How�to�Use

�Damp: Wet brush and with the tip, make an “X” in eye shadow to pick up 

color. Use smooth strokes to line lids close to base of lashes, going from 

inner to outer eye corner.

�Dry: Pick up eye shadow with brush tip and tap off excess.  

Use smooth strokes to line lids close to base of lashes, going from  

inner to outer eye corner.

Eye Brow Brush
The�Brush

 Stiff bristles made of a Boar / synthetic blend, quickly, easily brush hairs 

into place. The angled edge allows precise color application.

How�to�Use

 Pick up a small amount of the appropriate eye shadow color with  

brush and tap off excess. Beginning at brow’s inner corner, use light, 

feathery strokes and follow the natural arch to shape and define. Brush 

through brows with an upward, outward motion to blend and soften.
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Eye Contour Brush
The�Brush

 The Eye Contour Brush, made of Pony Hair, has a small head  

and flat surface for precise application.

How�to�Use

 Pick up eye shadow with the brush’s flat surface and tap off excess. 

 Place under outer browbone and following lid’s natural crease, stroke 

inward, softening and fading color on the inner half of the eye.

Eye Blender Brush
�The�Brush

 Soft, fluffy brush made of Pony hair provides a light, even distribution of 

shadow for a soft wash of color. Great for blending shadows and eliminat-

ing any lines of demarcation.

How�to�Use

 Pick up eye shadow with sides of brush and tap off excess. Stroke over lid, 

from inner to outer corner, for a sheer wash of color. Use a light sweeping 

motion to soften edges. Use a clean Blender Brush to soften and blend 

shadows together. This is the perfect brush to use when applying powder 

to set concealer.
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Eye Smudge Brush
The�Brush

 Designed specifically for smudging, with soft, flexible Pony brush hairs 

to create a modern, smoky eye.

How�to�Use

Pick up eye shadow with brush and tap off excess. Sweep shadow close 

to lashline, extending slightly at the outer corner for a soft, smudgy look. 

Using tip of brush will provide a thinner line, side of brush for a thicker, 

smokier look.

Ultra Fine  
Eye Liner Brush
The�Brush

 Dense, synthetic bristles are precisely curved and finely pointed,  

for easy, expert application and maximum control. Designed especially to 

be used with Long-Wear Gel Eyeliner.

How�to�Use

�For�use�with�gel�liner: Dip point of brush in jar and apply in short, even 

strokes close to lashline, from inner to outer eye corner.

For�use�with�powder�shadow: Wet brush and with the tip, make  

an “x” in eye shadow to pick up color. Use smooth strokes to line lids 

close to base of lashes, going from inner to outer corner.
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Lip Brush
The�Brush

 The flat side of this Pony hair brush provides a smooth, even application of 

color. The long, pointed bristles allow precise placement and a perfect line.

How�to�Use

 Coat brush with color, directly from the bullet or pot. Use flat side to  

evenly distribute on lips. 

Also�available:�Retractable�Lip�Brush

 Has the same soft, tapered brush hairs for precise color application.

Portable shape, with protective cap, is safe and easy to tote.

Concealer Brush  
with Cap
The�Brush

 Made of Synthetic hairs, this brush is shaped to reach into the  

tiniest corners, and deposit the perfect amount of concealer.  

�How�to�Use

 Pick up a small amount of concealer with tip of brush and deposit  

exactly where needed under eyes (including inner corners), up to  

the lashline. Gently pat with fingertips to blend. When not in use,  

store brush with protective cap on.

�
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Cream Shadow Brush
The�Brush

 Made of Taklon, with a tapered rounded edge, this brush is ideal  

for applying Long-Wear Cream Shadow. Available in short handle size.  

�How�to�Use

 Apply Long-Wear Cream Shadow to lid using short, sweeping brush 

strokes to blend.

Eye Sweep Brush
The�Brush

The soft bristles made of super soft goat hair and full, rounded shape 

makes this the perfect all-around eye brush. 

�How�to�Use

Use to apply the perfect amount of shadow to the lower lid and crease.  

Can also be used to apply all-over base color to the entire lid.
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Conditioning  
Brush Cleanser
Who’s�it�for?

The woman who wants to keep her makeup brushes in top condition.

How�to�Use

 Gently work a small amount of the concentrated cleanser onto damp brush 

head. Lightly massage and rinse thoroughly with lukewarm water. Pat dry 

with towel and shape as needed. Allow brushes to dry lying flat.

Key�Product�Facts

Safe, gentle, effective formula cleanses thoroughly.

Helps keep natural and synthetic bristles in top condition.

Powder Puff
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin types.

Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who wants a perfect application of loose face powder.

How�to�Use

 Pick up loose powder on the puff, directly from the container.  

Take puff in one hand, turn puff over and massage into palm  

of opposite hand, gently pressing powder into the puff.  

Then, use puff to press powder lightly onto skin.

Key�Product�Facts

 Made of soft, durable velour that feels supple and luxurious to the touch.
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Tweezer
Who’s�it�for?

Any woman who wants beautifully groomed brows.

Why?

 The simple step of grooming your brows makes a huge difference in how 

you look—even if you do nothing else.

How�to�Use

 Begin by cleaning up the area between the brows. Pluck stray hairs,  

but be careful not to take off any hair beyond the inner corner of your eye.

 Brush brows upward using the Brow Brush and tweeze hairs underneath the 

brow to create the shape you want.

If necessary, remove stray hairs above the brows.  

Key�Product�Facts

 With the proper care, the tip should remain sharp for a lifetime  

of use. For this reason Rubis does not offer a sharpening  

program for their tweezers.

 The tweezers’ tips should always be covered with the included  

rubber cap when not in use.

 Clean the tips of the tweezers with alcohol occasionally  

to remove any residue.
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Eye Lash Curler
Who’s�it�for?�

Women who want defined, curled lashes.

How�to�Use

 Make sure rubber pads are fully aligned with metal edges.

 Look straight into mirror and place lash curler at base of upper lashline.  

Gently press handles together, hold for a few seconds, and release slowly.

 Repeat above step moving curler upward along length of lashes. 

Key�Product�Facts

 The eyelash curler shapes lashes into a natural looking curl.

 Includes one replacement pad.

�Note:�To avoid breakage, always curl lashes before applying mascara. 
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Blotting Papers
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions, especially women with oily skin.

How�to�Use

Blot gently over the face to absorb excess oil or perspiration.

Key�Product�Facts

Powder free tissues which absorb excess oil and perspiration.

Refillable signature case with mirror available to house Blotting Papers.
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Face Palette
Who’s�it�for?

 Any woman who wants a small-sized compact to carry her favorite 

makeup essentials.

How�to�Use

 Using a fresh strip of dental floss, slice off a small section of cream-based 

Foundation, Blush or Lip Color. Place each piece in its own well in palette, 

cover with tissue and gently press down with finger.

Key�Product�Facts

 The sleek black compact features six wells to be custom filled  

with cream and stick makeup formulas.

Generous mirror provides ample viewing, easy use.

Small size allows for an easy fit in almost any purse.

Includes a spatula.
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Brush Cleaning Spray
How�to�Use

Spray Brush Cleaning Spray on a tissue and gently sweep brush head back 

and forth until brush is clean.  Allow brush to dry before using.

Key�Product�Facts

This alcohol-free spray formula is designed to clean brushes instantly 

between makeup applications.

Intended to clean brushes by removing residue build-up  instantly.

Quick drying and gently enough to be used on both natural and synthetic 

brushes and helps to keep brushes in perfect condition.

Ideal for use between brush shampoos.

Tip:�Brushes at counter should be washed thoroughly at the end of every 

work day by using Conditioning Brush Cleanser.
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Makeup Palette�

Who’s�it�for?

The customer who wants to organize her full-sized makeup basics in one 

convenient palette.

�

Why?

Allows a woman to create her own customized makeup palette with the 

shades she selects herself.

How�to�Use:

Snap selected godet in and out of palette as desired. 

Key�Product�Facts:

Available in three sizes—3, 4, or 6 pans—to hold selected product.

Makeup pans pop in and out easily for quick changes and customized looks.

Each palette is just half an inch thick, and slim enough to fit easily in a 

women’s purse. 

Large-sized mirror makes touch-ups convenient anywhere, anytime.

Makeup Wedges
Who’s�it�for?

 Any woman who wants to use a sponge to apply her foundation. 

How�to�Use:

 Apply foundation directly to sponge from stick or bottle.  

Gently blend into skin, using short, quick strokes.  

Clean as necessary with warm water and Brush Cleanser.
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Beauty Kit�

Who’s�it�for?

 Anyone who’s looking for the ultimate leave-at-home (or take  

on a trip) makeup kit. 

How�to�Use

 Arrange a customized collection of skincare, makeup, and beauty  

products in organizer.

Key�Product�Facts

 This structured multi-tiered cased is sized to hold makeup  

and skincare basics.

 Features interior pockets for brushes and a large mirror to make  

applying convenient.
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�Beauty Organizer
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who wants a lightweight, travel-friendly organizer.

Key�Product�Facts:

The Organizer is inspired by Bobbi’s passion for helping women simplify 

and organize their beauty products.

Crafted in lightweight black nylon with nylon zippers for the ultimate  

in portability.

Cosmetic Bag
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who’s looking for a lightweight bag to carry with them everyday.

 

Key�Product�Facts:

�The Cosmetic Bag is inspired by Bobbi’s passion for helping women 

simplify and organize their beauty products.

Perfectly sized for everyday use and on-the-go makeup application.

Crafted in black nylon with nylon zippers.



Fragrance 
“Fragrance is a personal expression.”  — Bobbi Brown

 Fragrance is a woman’s finishing touch—a signature scent that reflects her personality 

and lifestyle, and makes her feel special, pretty, confident. Bobbi’s scents work across 

the board—from sunup to sundown, workday to weekend, season to season.

Selling�Tips

�Spritz�Etiquette: Bobbi feels strongly that fragrance demonstration should not be intru-

sive—be sensitive to those customers who may object to being sprayed with fragrance. 

Never automatically spritz someone without getting their permission, whether it be ver-

bal or via their body language.

Wear Bobbi Brown fragrances. Customers will notice how pretty you smell and will  

ask what you’re wearing. 

 Buying fragrance is an emotional experience. Tell your customer what you personally 

love about your Bobbi Brown fragrance. Ask her what she likes—and expand on what 

she says.
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bobbi  Fragrance
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who enjoys fresh, citrus, green and floral notes.

How�to�Use

 Spray liberally, or just a touch, depending on the mood and the occasion.

 Fragrance applied to the “pulse points” will be more noticeable because 

the warmth of the body diffuses the scent. Apply to base of throat, wrists, 

crook of arms, even behind knees.

For the richest, most long-lasting fragrance, “layer” over bobbi Body Lotion.

Key�Product�Facts

�Head:�A burst of vitality with sparkling citrus notes of Lemon,  

Bigarade, and Green Mandarin, a cool, clean watery Cucumber accord, and 

Ylang-Ylang from the Comoro Islands. A twist of Bamboo Leaf brings an 

unexpected green freshness.

�Heart:�A modern floral bouquet, combining the purity of Water Lily and 

Phlox, the classic femininity of Peony and Orris, and the discreet sensuality 

of Jasmine and Osmanthus.

�Base:�Natural blonde woods such as Sandalwood, Virginia Cedar, Orris and 

Patchouli which lend a deep warmth and a hint of the exotic Orris Root.
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Bobbi Brown beach
Who’s�it�for?

 Anyone who wants a light, clean, fresh fragrance that’s wearable any-

time, anywhere.

Why?

 Provides the senses with an instant lift, reminiscent of fun days  

at the beach.

How�to�Use

Spray lightly on pulse points. Refresh as desired.

Key�Product�Facts

 Designed with a combination of Sand Jasmine, Sea Spray, and Mandarin.
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beach Body Oil
Who’s�it�for?

All skin conditions.

Why?

A unique moisturizer that provides a light scent.

How�to�Use

 Apply all over the body after shower or bath, or on slightly damp  

skin. Smooth over body, including arms, legs, back–anywhere you want 

smooth, scented skin.

Key�Product�Facts

 Olive, Sesame Seed, Avocado, and Jojoba Oils moisturize,  

condition and soften skin.

Brazilian Palm Tree kernels help boost skin’s moisture.

Absorbs quickly to give skin a soft, smooth feel, never greasy.

 Anti-oxidant Vitamins C and E safeguard skin from the aging effects of 

the environment.
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beach Body Lotion
Who’s�it�for:

All skin conditions, 

How�to�Use

 Apply to clean skin. Massage a liberal amount to dry areas.  

Not for use on the face.

Key�Product�Facts

   Lightweight, intensive moisturizer.

 Aloe Vera with Olive Oil, Jojoba Oil and Sunflower Oil soothe  

and replenish moisture to sun-exposed skin.

 Helps reduce peeling and prolong the life of a tan.

 Alpha Bisabolol—soothing, anti-reddening.

 Green Tea—antioxidant.

 Vitamin E—antioxidant.

 Dermatologist tested.
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Bath Fragrance
Who’s�it�for?

Anyone who wants a clean, fresh, modern fragrance. 

Why?

Provides that “fresh out of the shower” feeling all day. 

How�to�Use

Spray lightly on pulse points. Refresh as desired.

Key�Product�Facts

   Contains notes of Water Hyacinth, Neroli, Orange Flower, White Lily, 

Aromatic Sage and Sandalwood with hints of Patchouli.

Bath reflects Bobbi’s modern approach to fragrance.

 Available in a 30ml / 1.0 oz spray. 
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Almost Bare  
Who’s�it�for?
Anyone who wants a sexy, fresh floral fragrance.

How�to�Use:
Spray lightly on pulse points.  Refresh as desired.

Key�Product�Facts:�
The scent is enhanced by a note of Soft Muguet and gentle Jasmine Petals, 

supported by a precious Soft Cedar and Warm Amber background. Features 

a delicate balance of inspiring Italian Bergamot blended with Violet Leaves to 

relax and soothe the senses.
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Baby Essentials 

“  As a modern mom, I like things that are easy to use, practical, and pretty.”   

–Bobbi Brown

A simple, streamlined collection of infant skincare products, baby essentials  is designed 

to soothe, protect, and pamper a baby’s delicate skin, as well as address the needs of 

the modern mother. In practical and pretty packaging, these easy-to-use, dermatologist-

tested formulas contain only the finest ingredients—such as the Almond, Soybean, and 

Calendula oils found in Diaper Balm—so they’re ultra-gentle, dye-free, and safe for baby. 

Special conditioners—including Shea Butter, Beeswax, Apricot Kernel and Wheat Germ 

Oils—help keep baby’s skin smooth and soft. Each product is lightly fragranced with soft, 

fresh notes of Melon, Peach, Orange Flower, and White Lily. 
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 Gentle Body Wash  
and Shampoo
Who’s�it�for?�

All babies, and anyone who wants to be babied.

Why?�

 Gently cleanses delicate skin.

How�to�Use:

 To gently cleanse, pour on a warm, wet washcloth  or hand.  

Apply to skin and hair. Lather and rinse.

Key�Product�Facts:

 Mild, two-in-one cleanser for skin, hair, and scalp.

Gentle formula is safe for even sensitive skin.

Leaves skin silky and smooth.

Delicately fragranced.

Easy-to-grip, non-breakable bottle, with flip-top cap for easy use.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.
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Diaper Balm
Who’s�it�for?

All babies.

�Why?

 Provides protection against irritation, and is an essential part  

of baby’s daily hygiene.

How�to�Use:

Apply to clean, moisturized skin.

Smooth over baby’s bottom after cleansing and drying skin.

Key�Product�Facts:

Moisture barrier protects baby’s delicate bottom.

Beeswax, an emollient, hydrates the skin.

Petrolatum helps prevent diaper irritation.

Vitamin E and Almond, Soybean, and Calendula Oils hydrate,  

protect, and soothe diaper area.

Flip-top cap for easy use.

Dermatologist tested.
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Soothing Body Balm
Who’s�it�for?�

All babies, and anyone who wants to be babied.

Why?�

 Lightweight balm gently conditions and moisturizes delicate skin.

How�to�Use:

 Apply to clean skin. For optimal results, massage gently after  

bath while skin is still damp. 

Key�Product�Facts:

Sweet Almond Oil and Shea Butter hydrate skin.

Petrolatum immediately provides maximum moisture. 

Vitamin E and Aloe Vera Gel soothe and calm skin.

Coconut and Calendula Oils soothe and soften skin.

Beeswax provides emollience and superior blendability.

Leaves skin silky and smooth.

Delicately fragranced.

Non-breakable jar.

Dermatologist and ophthalmologist tested.
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Silkening Powder
Who’s�it�for?�

All babies, and anyone who wants to be babied.

Why?�

 Protects baby’s delicate skin.

How�to�Use:

Apply after bath or diaper changes to keep baby’s delicate skin  

dry and non-irritated.

Key�Product�Facts:

 Highly absorbent, talc-free formula with Cornstarch, Oat Flour, and Rice 

Starch soothes skin and calms chafing and irritation.

Delicately fragranced.

Dermatologist tested.
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Massage Oil
Who’s�it�for?�

All skin types.

Why?�

Essential oils comfort and relax.

How�to�Use:

 Apply to clean skin. Pour a small amount into hands to warm  

product prior to beginning massage. Gently massage baby’s body, one 

area at a time. Avoid eye area. 

Key�Product�Facts:

Non-greasy formula.

 Sweet Almond, Sesame, and Wheat Germ Oils soften, smooth  

and protect baby’s delicate skin.

Soybean, Apricot Kernel, and Rapeseed Oils hydrate the skin.

Delicately scented.

Easy-to-grip, non-breakable bottle with flip-top cap for easy use.

Dermatologist tested.



Glossary
As a Makeup Artist, you should be well-versed in the benefits of Bobbi Brown skincare and makeup products. 

Below are some key ingredients and terms, categorized for easy reference. 

Key�Words
Anti-oxidants—help slow down the action of oxidants, or free radicals. Caused by pollution, smoke, ultra-

violet light, toxins, and other environmental factors, these unstable molecules attack and damage the skin, 

resulting in visible signs of aging. (Research has shown that the greatest contributor to the look of aged skin 

is the environment.) To help counteract premature signs of aging, all Bobbi Brown moisturizers contain anti-

oxidants, protecting the skin from the damaging effects of the environment.

Emollients—such as Petrolatum, Squalane, Triglycerides, and plant oils—soften skin and help  

prevent moisture loss. 

�Oxidants—also known as free radicals—are unstable molecules caused by pollution, smoke, ultraviolet light, 

toxins, and other environmental factors. They attack and damage the skin, resulting in visible signs of aging. 

(Research has shown that the greatest contributor  

to the look of aged skin is the environment.)

�Anti-aging,�Firming
�Carrot�Extract (sometimes referred to as Carrot Oil) and Retinol Palmitate Complex—also referred to as 

Vitamin A—encourages skin cell turnover, to reveal the fresh, new skin beneath. With regular use, reduces 

dry, flaky patches, the visible signs of aging, and the appearance of fine lines.

�Triglycerides�Oil-like substances that provide slip to a product and immediately comfort skin.  

Anti-irritants,�Calming,�Soothing
Aloe�Vera—is a natural, botanical skin-soother.

Caffeine—an effective anti-irritant—soothes troubled skin.

Chamomile�Extract—soothes skin with its natural botanical properties.

Horse�Chestnut�Extract—works as a natural, botanical anti-inflammatory.

Anti-oxidants
Green�Tea�Extract—a powerful anti-oxidant protects, calms, and soothes skin.

�Vitamin�C—also known as Magnesium Ascorbyl Phosphate—helps reduce the appearance of skin discolor-

ations creating a more even tone.

�Vitamin�E—also known as Tocopherol Acetate—provides antioxidant protection.  (Note: it’s found in all 

Bobbi Brown moisturizers.)

Emollients
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 Squalane—(also known as Olive Oil)–immediately produces skin-softening benefits,  

and supplements essential fatty acids in skin.

Kukui�Nut�Oil—is a rich oil that provides a luxurious feel to a product.

Avocado�Oil—moisturizes, softens, conditions.

Wheat�Germ�Oil—is a lightweight oil that hydrates and leaves a cushion on the skin.

Humectants,�Moisture-Binders
Glycerin—attracts moisture to the skin.

Algae�Extract—acts as a humectant to protect skin and has moisturizing benefits.

Shea�Butter—helps skin retain moisture.

�Petrolatum—forms a lightweight veil on skin to lock in moisture and soften the surface.

�Sodium�Hyaluronate—provides a veil to lock in moisture and create the perfect surface  

for makeup application.

Panthenol—a B-Complex Vitamin—helps bind moisture to skin.

Oil-Absorbers
Kaolin�(White China Clay)—is a natural clay that works to absorb excess oil.

�Saccharina�Laminaria (Seaweed)—helps normalize oil production and dispenses surface  

oils, preventing “pooling” on the skin.

Other�Commonly-Used�Ingredients
Cornflower�Extract—tones and refreshes.

Lecithin—soy-derived—is a skin-friendly emulsifier.

Essential�Oils
Lavender—soothes and calms.

Geranium—refreshes and rejuvenates.

Rosemary—calms.

Orange—stimulates.

Jasmine—soothes and calms.

Coriander—stimulates.

Palmerosa—invigorates.

Grapefruit—invigorates and refreshes.

Cucumber—soothes and calms.



Skincare�Terms
Humectant—is a substance that attracts moisture to the skin.

Lipids—are fats and oils naturally found in the skin that help hold moisture in the skin.

�Solvents—dissolve dirt and makeup so they can be removed quickly and easily from the surface of skin. 

�SPF—stands for Sun Protection Factor, a number that indicates the length of time a person can stay 

in the sun before burning. There are two types of sunscreens: chemical and physical. Chemical sun-

screens, such as Octinoxate, absorb ultraviolet rays, while physical sunscreens, like Titanium Dioxide, 

reflect ultraviolet rays.
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